New Hope
Biblical Counseling Program

Overview Booklet

“For You have girded me with strength
to battle…” 2 Samuel 22:40.
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“Because the Kingdom Needs More Warriors”

TWO-FOLD CALLING
To build up warriors of the King,
and to equip them to do the same.
VISION
Sharing hope and healing with a passion for God's Word,
and strengthening, training and equipping God's people with unique ministry tools
to go out and impact the world.

New Hope Biblical Counseling Program:

“Turning the Battle”
Overview Booklet
Whether it is addiction, depression, or any other emotional,
relational, or spiritual problem, beginning this Biblical Counseling Program
will mark “the turning point” in the person’s battle.
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All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system,
or transmitted in any form or by any meanselectronic, mechanical, photocopy,
recording, scanning, or otherwithout prior written permission of New Hope Ministry,
except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews, or as
provided by United States of America copyright law.
Illustrations by Shawna Morgan, 1722 Drake Ave, Centerville, IA 52544, 641-895-9017.
All Scripture quotations, unless indicated, are taken from the King James Version, with
update spelling on some words. The KJV is the only Bible not copyrighted, which not
only allows for spelling updating, but we also capitalize all personal pronouns of God to
honor His Name. We have also chosen to not capitalize satan’s name. We choose not to
credit him in any way, even to the point of violating grammatical rules. There have been
many, many editions of the KJV over the years, in which spelling corrections were made,
as the spelling of words changed over the centuries. So in places where it might lessen
confusion, we have taken the liberty to update spelling for certain words from the Old
English (which is allowable because there is no copyright).
Scripture quotations marked AMP are from the Amplified Bible. Copyright © 1954, 1958,
1962, 1964, 1965, 1987 by The Lockman Foundation. All rights reserved. Used by
permission. (www.Lockman.org)
Unless otherwise marked, all references to Webster’s are from Noah Webster’s 1828
Dictionary and all references to “Strong’s” are from Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.
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A Brief History…
In 2001 God began speaking to the hearts of several different people, in different churches, and in different
locations in the area, about the need for a place where Biblical Counseling could be done. He was working in
lives, calling workers, preparing and equipping them to serve. After two years of groundwork and preparation,
on February 14, 2003 the Articles of Incorporation were filed for New Hope Counseling Center. NHCC was
founded as a faith-based, charitable 501(c)(3) organization and on the principles of Biblical Counseling.
The New Hope Biblical Counseling materials were written in-house and due to the high success rates, were put
into several other ministry forms: A Discipleship Series, Small Group Bible Study Series, Prison Ministry
Series, Individual Workbooks, and Teen Edition. New Hope Ministry was set up under the umbrella of NHCC
for the distribution of the New Hope materials and all proceeds go to NHCC, which provides counseling
services free of charge as a home mission work.
New Hope is run by a small Staff and many Volunteers. NHCC has trained Biblical Leader/Prayer Partner
Counseling Teams meeting with numerous Counselees weekly. We praise God for the increasing number of
Graduates who have completed the New Hope Counseling Program, as well as the hundreds of people who have
gone through the New Hope Seminars not only here in our local communities, but also at many other
locations.
On October 31, 2013, the 24/7 New Hope Prayer & Worship Center (a House of Prayer) was opened as
another outreach into our community. We are making a Prayer & Worship Center Kit available free of charge
to anyone who wants to set one up in their own community. New Hope Materials and Ministry Kits are being
used to help others serve the Lord even more effectively in their own ministries across the country. We praise
Him for continuing His transformational work in us, and the people we are affecting, as we serve Him. “And
what is the exceeding greatness of His power toward us who believe, according to the working of His mighty
power” (Ephesians 1:19).
New Hope is a non-denominational ministry supported by the generous contributions of individuals, churches,
businesses, and organizations.
“Now the God of peace, that brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus, that Great
Shepherd of the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting covenant, make you perfect in
every good work to do His will, working in you that which is well-pleasing in His sight,
through Jesus Christ; to Whom be glory forever and ever. Amen” (Hebrews 13:20-21).
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The Upper Room Prayer Group
Testimony from Cindy Farrington, New Hope Executive Director: When I first knew that God was
going to get me involved in founding New Hope Ministry & Counseling Center, I started praying that
He would go before me and prepare hearts. I asked Him to begin calling those people He wanted to be
involved. And He did. Little did I know, but He had already been preparing the way for many years!
My family and I had been living in Illinois for 15 years when God called us back to Iowa. (To see the
entire story, go to: www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org under “Meet the Staff” “Cindy Farrington.”) I
want to give you just one example of the incredible things the Lord did in raising up New Hope. When
we moved back to the Centerville area and I started working on setting things up, some people began
telling me about a prayer group that had been meeting in Centerville for many years. The group was
made up of people from several different churches who had been getting together once a week to pray
for the pastors and churches in the area, praying for revival, praying for something that would bring the
Body of Christ together. As some people began hearing about what I was working on, each one would
say, “That sounds like what they have been praying for.” Then they ended by saying, “They meet in a
place they call The Upper Room.”
When the time came that we had all of the materials ready, and our Articles of Incorporation filed, all
we needed was a place. I prayed, “OK Lord, I’ve done everything You’ve asked, and everything is
ready. All we need is a facility, and You know we have no money to pay for one.” God quickly
arranged for me to meet the woman who led that prayer group I had been told about. Well, as it turned
out, God actually placed this ministry in the very “Upper Room” building for our first 8 years—free of
charge! Right where that prayer group had met for all those years, praying for this before they ever
realized God was sending New Hope as an answer!
Isn’t that just like God to put this ministry in the very place where they had prayed for it for so long?
He is so incredible! He did one thing after another just like that to establish New Hope and to continue
to provide for it. It’s so amazing to get to work at something that God is so evidently involved in every
day.
And it really is bringing the Body of Christ together, just like they prayed! We now have four Staff and
over 70 Volunteers, ministering to people locally, regionally, and even in other parts of the country.
Let me tell you—there is great power when the Body of Christ comes together!
“I’ve been trained in a number of different models of counseling and been frustrated by them
all…finding a low degree of success. Jesus Christ called me to see the captives set free. In
our counseling program now, using these materials, we have a waiting list.
We are seeing tremendous results. There are incredible moments of deliverance that
happens in people’s lives as they go through this. We are also using this program in our
church as Basic Leadership 101. Every leader in my church has to go through this course.
Some awesome benefits of this program we are seeing is that it is drawing people into
ministry. People who’ve been Christians for 25-30 years are beginning to discover new
ministry gifts that they never thought they had before. To sum it all up, this is what I see:
1) I see true discipleship, 2) I see people being called into ministry and using their ministry
gifts, 3) I see the power of the Gospel really working.” Pastor Paul
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Statement of Faith
1.

We believe that there is One True God, Who is the Creator, King, and Redeemer of all that exists,
eternally existent in three persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

2.

We believe the Bible in the original text, is the inspired, the only infallible, authoritative Word of
God, which provides the only absolute truth and authority for Christian Believers in all matters of
faith and life.

3.

We believe in the deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Only Begotten Son of God; that He was
conceived of the Holy Spirit; we believe in His virgin birth, His sinless life, His miracles, His
vicarious and atoning death through His shed Blood, His bodily resurrection, His ascension to the
right hand of the Father, and in His personal return in power and glory.

4.

We believe that for the salvation of lost and sinful man, regeneration by the Holy Spirit is
absolutely essential, and that this salvation is received by God’s grace through faith in Jesus
Christ as Savior and not as a result of good works.

5.

We believe in the present ministry of the Holy Spirit by Whose indwelling the Christian is
enabled to live a godly life and fulfill the God-given commission to carry on Christ’s ministry on
earth.

6.

We believe the victorious redemptive work of Christ on the cross and the power of His
resurrection provides freedom from the power and works of the devil, and provides the fullness
of salvation revealed in Scripture.

7.

We believe in the resurrection of both the saved and the lost; they that are saved unto the
resurrection of eternal life and they that are lost unto the resurrection of eternal damnation.

8.

We believe in the spiritual unity of all those who have put their faith in our Lord Jesus Christ and
that His Church exists to carry on His ministry and further the Kingdom of God by carrying out
the Great Commission as recorded in Matthew 28:18-20; Mark 16:15-20; Luke 10; Acts 1:8.

“What this has meant to me personally I just can’t begin to tell you what God has done in my life. If
you could have walked with Jesus personally, would you want to? Would you have liked to have been
His disciple? Would you like to have known what it was like? You all have the opportunity through this
course. You will see it. The things you learn will become a life experience, not just things written on a
page. The first thing you will learn from this is that the people who come to you for help will have an
improved self-image. The “Who God Says I Am” bookmark list will start to change their thinking. They
will start seeing themselves in a different light. Then you will see the lies of the devil exposed. Next you
will see them have an intimate relationship with God. You will also see interpersonal relationships grow
within your church in the Seminar or class setting. So many things happen in that room because of
what we are sharing with them. It is a powerful thing to see someone change
right before your very eyes.” — Pastor Rod
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Two-Fold Calling
New Hope began as a counseling ministry and in our minds all we could see was that it was to be a
local mission work for the Centerville, Iowa area. Little did we know that God had a bigger plan. He
led us to a Biblical Counseling approach. We didn't get our materials from some other counseling
program. We watched God’s hand at work directing and giving order to the materials we were to use,
and it is a very unique approach. We don't really counsel on "issues." (That’s why many pastors feel
unequipped to do counselingbecause they think if you counsel on “issues,” then you need to know
everything there is to know about every single issuewhich is impossible.) God gave us a burden, not
only to help hurting people and disciple Believers, but to also equip God's people to help and disciple
others.
We believe the Bible is the divinely inspired Word of God, and He has laid down some absolute,
eternal principles in His Word that if implemented have a 100% guarantee. Through much research we
discovered that most experts agree that all emotional problems stem from one or more of eight main
root problems. When we began to see this we thought, If you already know that, why don't you just
cover those main root problems with people first? Why waste so much time traveling down endless
roads, that usually wind in circles, searching for the root of the person’s problem?
So we developed a set-Scriptural system covering those eight main root problems, that we lead each
person through, while at the same time following the leading of the Holy Spirit as He is at work in the
process. It really is trueif you deal with the roots, the “issues” tend to disappear along the way! But
what makes the New Hope materials truly unique is the heart connection it produces. Teaching won’t
bring about transformation in people unless it touches their heart. Lives are changed when head
knowledge becomes heart experience. The New Hope Program is designed to engage the heart and
lead people to truly experience God’s presence in their lives. It teaches people about who God really is
and how to have a deeper, more personal relationship with Him. This produces a spiritual maturity that
brings about genuine transformation. It also teaches people about the spiritual battle that will threaten
their relationship and deeper walk with God. Our goal is for each person to experience the very
presence and power of our Lord Jesus Christ in their lives.
God then led us to put the materials into a handbook with notes to the Counselor and step-by-step
instructions of exactly what to do and say as you lead a person through it. That made it very trainable.
Anyone could be trained to lead a person through the counseling program by just following the
handbook. The Counselee gets their own binder and everything we cover with them is given to them in
the form of handouts, so when they are done they have their own complete Counselee Handbook. This
way they don’t lose or forget anything. It’s all right there for them. We are not just taking them through
these principles to apply one time. We are teaching them how to implement them into their lives from
that point on, which is what brings about lasting change.
Through the process, they also discover who God created them to be and what He has called them to
do. It wakes people up to their identity and gives meaning to their lives. There’s no better way to live
than how and where God calls you! It’s a life of purpose and true fulfillment.
Due to the dramatic results in the lives of our Counselees, and the requests from other ministries
wanting to use our materials, we went through the process of getting them copyrighted. We then put
them into kits and made them available to others.
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We began teaching the New Hope materials in Seminars to groups of people using our Counselor
Handbook. So many people at some point would say, “Oh, I wish my whole church could go through
this,” or “Every Christian needs to know all of this.” We were also hearing, “This is the best
Discipleship Materials I’ve ever seen,” and “I wish I could teach this in a Sunday School Class.” From
people in counseling we were hearing, “Oh, if I had only known this sooner, maybe all this wouldn’t
have happened…” What was happening was that the Biblical program we had put together was turning
people into warriors for the Kingdom of God! So we adapted the materials into several other ministry
forms, which made it available so many more people. What a joy it is to be able to get this teaching to
people before they develop life-controlling problems!
"Notes to the Counselor" are changed to "Notes to Leader" for the Bible Study edition and the
instructions are tailored to lead a group through the series. We then adjusted it even further to have a
Prison Ministry form, and we also put it into Individual Workbooks. We now have a Discipleship
Series and Kit for churches to implement a Discipleship Program and also a Teen Edition.
New Hope Ministry is non-denominational, producing ministry materials that have no denominational
slant, teaching the core tenants of the Christian faith in a way that sparks a fire in people. The materials
leave room for you to insert your own church teaching on topics such as baptism, the ministry of the
Holy Spirit, and church membership, etc.
The same pattern God provided for us to set up our own New Hope Counseling Center is now also
available in a kit, and provides everything needed to set up an entire counseling center ministry just
like New Hope. A smaller kit is available for anyone wanting to do personal Pastoral or Lay
Counseling on their own.
There is also a Training Seminar Kit containing everything you need for Training Small Group
Leaders using the Leader Handbooks of the New Hope Bible Study Series, with step-by-step outlines
of the 7-week seminar sessions. Hundreds of people from many different churches and denominations
have gone through the New Hope Training Seminars or Small Group Bible Studies finding hope and
healing for themselves personally, while at the same time being trained and equipped to help others.
Just as the Counselor and Leader Handbooks provide you with the step-by-step instructions of exactly
what to say and do to lead someone through the materials, the kits also provide the simple instructions
on how to implement them.
The whole idea was to create a ministry tool that anyone could use just by following the instructions.
God directed us to make a unique tool that has multiple uses to accomplish His purposes in each
person. It is a tool for evangelizing your community, a tool to help struggling Christians, for discipling
new Believers, to help deepen your walk with the Lord, for meeting counseling needs, for the training
and equipping of people to serve the Lord and turn the world upside down for His Kingdom. God uses
ordinary people to accomplish extraordinary things. He wants to show Himself to be powerful through
us, and it begins with one person at a time. The Lord has given us the awesome privilege of fulfilling
the two-fold calling He has given us: To build up warriors of the King, and to equip them to do the same.
“I was so impressed with the materials New Hope has put together that I am
seeking to use it to develop training centers in the churches of my denomination
in Iowa. People from other evangelical church backgrounds are also seeing the
value in this Biblical Counseling program and are wanting to use the material
as well. I have been in ministry for 50 years, and these materials have been lifechanging for me.” Rev. Norm
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Overview Introduction
In the Bible, God says, “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge…” (Hosea 4:6).
There is evil in this world and our world is filled with lies. The Body of Christ has so fallen for the lies
of the world, the flesh, and the devil, and is suffering severely because of it.
God has raised up New Hope Ministry to help hurting people, to build up the Body of Christ by turning
people into warriors of the King, and to equip them to go out and do the same. Our heart’s desire is to
see complete transformation in people’s lives.
New Hope Ministry is teaching people to know and apply the truth. So many of God’s people are not
applying the truth! That’s why the Body of Christ is being so broken down!
God is using New Hope’s ministry tools to help rebuild and equip the Body of Christ. The New Hope
Handbooks were designed to expose the lies of the world, the flesh, and the devil. People learn how to
identify these lies, evaluating everything with the Word of God, then replacing these lies with truth.
The focus is not on people’s problems or “issues,” which are only outward symptoms of deeper
problems, but goes directly to the roots. If the roots are dealt with properly first, symptoms and issues
will disappear along the way.
The purpose of the New Hope Series is to initiate a transformational work in the life of each person
who goes through it, while at the same time equipping them to reach out and share it with others.
Only God can bring about that kind of transformation.
The materials are laid out to create an atmosphere where people truly seek God and love Him with all
their heart, their soul, their mind, and their strength. The New Hope ministry tools are teaching people
to know the truth and apply the truth of God’s Word. Jesus said, “You shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free” (John 8:32).







Bible Study Series for Small Groups.
Individual Workbook Series for Individuals or Sunday School Classes.
Prison Ministry Series.
Biblical Counseling Program.
Discipleship Series for One-on-One or Discipleship Classes.
Teen Edition for Individuals, Bible Studies, or Youth Groups.
“I have learned so many things in this study. I couldn’t
begin to tell you! It was brought into my life at a very timely
event. This study is: incredible, awesome, wonderful,
powerful.” Prissila
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The New Hope materials help people, not to simply experience another good program, but to
personally experience God. Our goal and desire is to lead people to experience the presence of the
Lord Jesus Christ at work in their lives and we are witnessing this at an exponential rate.
This program accomplishes several very important things. It guides people toward, or affirms a
personal, saving relationship with Jesus Christ; builds and strengthens their personal, intimate
relationship with their Abba Father; brings healing and deliverance where needed; grounds people in
their faith; produces a desire to serve and equips them to do so effectively. It takes people from being a
child of the King to becoming a warrior of the King. There is a difference between a soldier and a
warrior. A soldier serves out of duty. A warrior serves out of devotion. Imagine what a church full of
warriors of the King could do for your church…What it could do in your community…What it could
do in our world…
That is our mission and our ministry—to bring hope and healing as we lead people to the Savior, the
great Healer, the Wonderful Counselor, and to train up and equip warriors of the King.

“Appanoose County is small in population, but there is great spiritual need in this
area. Many people are struggling with life's problems, feeling like they are all alone.
New Hope Counseling Center has brought hope in Christ and has brought Christian
people together in a way we haven't experienced in this part of Iowa. But New Hope
has gone well beyond Centerville and has had phenomenal success. It is easy
material to grasp and powerful in its effect because it is based on Scripture, lots of
Scripture. Counselees who have completed the program are changed by God’s
power. We are talking about people who have had serious emotional, relational,
and/or mental problems.” Pastor Lloyd

“I thought I knew God’s love, but this material takes the knowledge of that love not just one
step farther, but so many steps further.” Regina

“Our family wants to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for New Hope. At the beginning,
our daughter was in terrible condition and throughout the course it was like watching a rose
unfold. She is becoming the beautiful woman of God that He called and created her to be. It’s
been an amazing transformation for sure! God’s Word works!!! In my own life, the most
awesome freedom I experienced was praying the prayer for suicidal tendencies or self
injury…for the first time in my life I want to live and declare the works of the Lord!!! Before
that, I always wanted to die if life got rough, but now I’m free, and I will live for Him! Thanks to
this ministry, there’s a family in Gulfport, Mississippi who has found true freedom in Christ,
and none of us will ever be the same again!" Dianne
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Materials Overview
The New Hope Materials were written in-house and put into handbooks with instructions
incorporated into the text, creating a ministry tool that anyone can use just by following the
directions. All of the forms have the same content (some in a different order). There are built-in
discussion questions, plus look-up passages in the Bible and fill-in the blank questions to answer. This
Overview Booklet is providing a look at the New Hope Program in the Biblical Counseling form.
The Counselor and Counselee Handbooks each come in one 3-ring binder, whereas the other forms of
the materials are each in a spiral bound, six-book series.
Biblical Counseling Handbooks:
The New Hope Counselor Handbook comes with a Counselor Training & Companion Booklet, which
provides training and inspirational information on counseling from a Biblical perspective. It also
contains a copy of the Counselee’s Companion Booklet. The Counselor Handbook begins with the
Session Plan outline and information needed to conduct the first meeting with a potential Counselee.
Phase I, II, and III follow with what is covered with a Counselee throughout the Biblical Counseling
Program. It is specifically designed for the Counselor to follow, with notes and instructions on exactly
what to do and say to lead someone through the program. Everything covered with the Counselee is
given to them as handouts to put into their own Counselee Handbook.
Phase I – Foundation of the Kingdom—






Establishes the authority of God’s Word.
Leads people to the Lord and begins establishing who they are in Christ.
Introduces Biblical Principles and explains why they are so powerful.
Begins the process of evaluating thoughts, exposing lies, replacing them with truth.
Establishes the personal relationship with our Heavenly Father that He desires for us to have
and enjoy, and corrects any distorted thinking we may have about Him.

Phase II – Freedom through the King—





Further establishes who we are in Christ and what that means.
Makes clear the basis for our power and authority in Christ.
Establishes our understanding of our victory over the world, the flesh, and the devil through
Christ.
Covers Biblical Principles dealing with the main root problems from which all other
problems stem:
Main Root Problem #1 – Counterfeit Spiritual Experiences
Main Root Problem #2 – Generational Problems
Main Root Problem #3 – Believing Lies
Main Root Problem #4 – Unforgiveness
Main Root Problem #5 – Pride
Main Root Problem #6 – Rebellion
Main Root Problem #7 – Causing Offense
Main Root Problem #8 – Habitual Sins
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Phase III – Transformed for the Kingdom—







Reveals the True Character of God.
Concentrates more on renewing the mind (Romans 12:2), with the truth about our Salvation,
Christ’s finished work, Grace, His Righteousness, and our Forgiven-ness.
Helps people discover who God created them to be and what He has called them to do.
Makes us rooted and grounded and built up in faith (Colossians 2:7).
Makes clear the basis for our power and authority in Christ, and His commission to us.
Produces a desire to serve, then trains and equips people to do so effectively.

CONTENTS
Counselor Handbook
INS (Immediate Needs Session): This covers the initial meeting with a potential Counselee.
Phase I:

This is where you begin with a Counselee. This section deals with
emotions and lays the foundation for dealing with Main Root Problems.

Phase II:

This is where you help the Counselee deal with their Main Root Problems.

Phase III:

This is the final phase of the program in which you continue to assist the
Counselee in the renewing of the mind process, so that they are
truly transformed, along with being rooted and grounded in faith.

Appendices: A:
B:
C:
D:
E:

Additional Resources List
Revelations on Truth Statements (from the Who God Says I Am Bookmark)
Scriptures for Specific Issues and Conditions
Lie List and Countering Truths
Taking Your Emotions Captive Form
Taking your Emotions Captive Pocket Card
F:
Ideas for Composing Your Personal Profession of Faith
G:
Blank Session Plan
Blessings Sheet
Glossary

“As a minister trying to meet people’s needs in Christ, one of the most important
things is God’s Word. Through New Hope and their material, lives are being
reached and changed. All through Seminary and Bible College I never came
across material that affected a person’s spiritual life as this material does. The
material allows for progressive life-changing counseling and a guidance program
focusing not on man’s word but on God’s Word. I have been using this material for
many years and have personally seen the program change lives with problems of
sexual impurity, drug abuse, spousal abuse, homosexuality, and the lost accepting
Christ. I can only say if you want to see the life of an individual change or even a
congregation change, invite them to use this material.” Pastor David
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The outcome from this in-depth program is changed lives.

The items marked “Overview Comments” in this Overview Booklet are just comments about the
program. The testimonies found throughout this booklet are all based on the glorious transforming work
the Lord has done in each person’s life through the New Hope materials.

“Not only am I involved at New Hope as a Counselor, but I use the same materials
for people in my church. As a Counselor, as a Christian, and as a Pastor, it is very
important to me when counseling someone that it must be saturated with Biblical
Principles. The Word of God itself must be presented accurately. New Hope’s
material is the best I’ve seen. And that may not mean much to you, but if you knew
methat means a lot. It’s powerful. It’s life-changing.” Pastor Mike

Overview Comments: The INS section (Immediate Needs Session) of the Counselor Handbook covers
the initial contact and first meeting with a potential Counselee. It contains policy samples and forms,
including:
Initial Telephone Contact with Potential Counselee
Evaluating Safety Risk
Suicidal Policy
Abuse Policy
Minors
Immediate Needs Session Plan
Counseling Expectations
At New Hope, we counsel with teams of two—a lead Counselor and a Prayer Partner. Ecclesiastes 4:12
says one may fall, two may stand, but a cord of three strands is not easily broken. Not only is there safety
and even legal protection in always having three people in the room, it is also very powerful to have
someone right there praying through the whole process. But the Prayer Partner doesn’t just sit in a
corner and pray—they join in, making it a counseling team.

“I can’t begin to tell you how wonderful your program is. I have seen
many lives changed. I really think this program could help many people
from re-offending and really clean their life and their family’s life up.
This program is life-changing. Inmate, Wapello County Jail

Overview Comments: The plan of salvation is covered with a potential Counselee in the INS, but we
expound on it in “The Plan of Redemption” Companion Booklet that comes with the Starter Kit items.
We encourage the Counselee to read it on their own just to make sure they understand what happens at
the point of salvation. If there is anything in it that the Counselor thinks should be discussed, they can go
over it together.
Phase I (Foundation) is where you begin with the Counselee in the actual counseling program. There is
a Session Plan form found in the Appendices of the Counselor Handbook to help you plan each session,
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keep track of their assignments, and what handouts are covered each time. The instructional notes to the
Counselor begin telling them what to do from when the Counselee first walks in the door. Disclosure
Forms are also included to have them sign at the beginning, if needed.
We have taken the liberty to capitalize all personal pronouns of the Godhead in Bible verses. When a
Scripture is used and you do not see the entire passage, we want there to be no mistake in knowing it’s
talking about God. Foremost, we do this out of the respect and honor due His Name. We have also
chosen to not capitalize satan’s name. We choose not to honor him in any way, even to the point of
violating grammatical rules.1
You may be very gifted at ministering to people spontaneously, knowing just what to say, so you may not
need all of the instructional notes to the Counselor or feel like you need to follow the Handbook word for
word. But think of people who aren’t trained professionals. You’ll be getting a picture of the ways this
could not only strengthen and mature the people in your church or ministry, but also equip them with a
tool they could feel confident using to help you in ministry.
It’s a little harder for some people to understand our method at first, but remember, this is what makes it
something that anyone can do. It works best to go through these materials slowly, actually reading it out
loud together, and then discussing it. This is the way we do it in our counseling center all of the time. We
simply take turns reading one paragraph each. There is something about the way the brain works that
causes things to sink in better when you hear something and see it at the same time. The Counselee has
a copy of exactly what they have been taught each session, and then they carry out the assignments
through the week.
You begin by giving the Counselee an empty binder. In the Handbook Kit, you receive their empty binder
and another binder filled with all of the handouts you will be giving them one at a time to put into their
Handbook. Here is an excerpt of the “Notes to Counselor” instructions at the beginning of this section:
Notes to Counselor:
We have mapped out the first session for you (read through this section ahead of time). If your time
is limited and you are not able to get as far as we suggest, just stop when your time runs out and
continue on from there at the next session. In all of your sessions, you will cover what you are able
to, in whatever time you have, and pick up where you left off at each following session. Everyone
progresses through it at their own speed. If you don’t get as far as suggested for the first session,
see “Closing First Session” notes.
Open the Counselee Handouts Binder containing all of the Handouts for the entire program. The
Handout that is on top will always be the next one to give the Counselee as you go through the
materials. The Counselee’s page number is listed after the title of each Handout in your Counselor
Handbook, so that you may easily refer to their page number if needed. Give the Counselee the
Phase I tab and the “Two Plans” Handout. Have them put it into their binder (always from the
back, right before the “Appendices” tab, so everything will be in the right order).
There is a place for the Counselee to date each handout; and encourage them to go back and review
them at home, to write down any thoughts or comments they have in the “Comments” space at the
end of each handout. This will be very meaningful for them later on.
This first handout will help them begin to try to get the Counselee to see that there is always
something bigger going on. God has a plan for their life, but satan also has a plan for their life.
There are two opposing forces at work, but they have the power to choose which plan they are going
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to follow or allow. They may have been following the wrong plan and didn’t know it. This can be
quite a revelation for them and give them a completely different perspective when we begin to
introduce this truth.
First Handout:

There are TWO PLANS for Your Life

p. 17

The first thing you need to know about problems is that there is always something bigger going on.
How do you think things will end up for you? God made you with a specific plan for your life to bring
about the end that He expects you to have. God’s plan is found in the book of Jeremiah:
God’s Plan: “For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith the LORD, thoughts of peace, and not of
evil, to give you an expected end… And there is hope in your end, saith the LORD” (Jeremiah
29:11; 31:17).
But satan also has a plan for your life and his plan is for evil.
satan’s Plan: he is a thief who comes to “steal, kill, and destroy” (John 10:10).
he steals:
 Hope
 Peace
 Joy
 Possessions
 Things of great worth or significance
 Things we hold dear
 Things we treasure
 Finances
 Motivation
he kills:
 Suicide (all thoughts of suicide are from satan trying to get a person to take their own life—
that is one way he can kill.)
 Murder
 Your love for others or for God
he destroys (usually by causing division, strife, and offense):
 Friendships
 Marriages
 Families
 Ministries
 Churches
 Your future
Do you see him trying to do any of these things to you?
It’s important to remember that satan is our enemy—he and his wicked spirits—not people. Ephesians 6:12
says: “For we wrestle not against flesh and Blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the
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rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” In the Bible, these things
always refer to demonic powers. People are not your enemy, even though it may seem like it sometimes. It
is the demonic enemies behind it that we are to fight against.
Who are we to fight against? ________________________________________________________
(Answer: The demonic enemies behind it.)
What most people don’t realize is that you have the power to choose which plan to follow or allow.
God said in Deuteronomy 30:19, “I call Heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set
before you life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that both you and your seed may live.”
It’s important to see that your choices affect the lives of your children, and their children, and so on.
Which plan have you been following, or allowing? God’s plan or satan’s plan?
You have to specifically choose. Joshua 24:15 says, “choose you this day whom you will serve.” God has
brought you to this very point in your life as He had the people in Joshua’s day.
Which plan do you choose now? God’s plan or satan’s plan?
Note to Counselor: Have them write down their choice.
Take a moment to read through the prayer below and then if you want to verbalize the choice you made,
please pray it aloud:
Dear God, I choose this day to follow Your good plan for my life. I will not follow or allow
satan to carry out his plan any longer. In Jesus’ Name, amen.
Note: There will be written prayers to pray throughout the New Hope program. We are not saying that
people should only pray written prayers. We are teaching them how to pray, especially showing them how
powerful it is to pray God’s Word. We are giving them patterns. Jesus gave us prayer patterns in the Bible
(“The Lord’s Prayer” being one of the most famous). Always read through the prayer first, silently, so you
will know what it says and can choose to pray it, then please pray it aloud. Please feel free to add anything
if you want to pray more.
In the same verse where Jesus spoke about the thief, He says in the last part of John 10:10, “I am come that
they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly.” Jesus died so that you could have an
abundant life and God wants to bring about the end that He expects for you to have. All you have to do is
follow His plan.
The “Messages from God” that are dispersed throughout the New Hope Handbooks reveal His heart toward
you and come right from words of Scripture.
Message from God: Do you realize that I think about you? I have a specific plan for your
life; a life of good and not evil. I can give you hope and a future that is better than
anything you can imagineif you will just follow My plan for you.2
Overview Comments: So it begins with them making a choice. This does something. It gives them hope
and determination that things can be different. They don’t have to just continue on with everything always
ending up the same. They are going to leave this very first session knowing something has changed.
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“Through the New Hope program I learned how to battle the thief effectively! They
showed me the love of Christ and helped me to be renewed in Christ.” John V.

“New Hope has helped open the eyes of my understanding of the Lord’s Word. These
materials helped me know my new friend and old friend, Jesus. I hope New Hope
doesn’t ever stop saving people from the evil one.” John S.
Overview Comments: We must first settle any questions on the authority of God’s Word. This is what all of
our counseling is based on. If this is not understood and believed, there would be nowhere to go from here.
Some people think that believing the Bible to be the actual Word of God is something we just have to accept
by faith, but there is much evidence to prove it’s true. So we go through a handout on “Establishing the
Authority of God’s Word,” containing proof, such as the Bible’s amazing composition, it’s miraculous
preservation, fulfilled prophecies, historical and scientific accuracy, and it’s transforming power. Then we
go over the two main assignments they were given either in their INS or while waiting to get into
counseling:

Having Received Christ
Note to Counselor: Give the Counselee the Spiral Note Card Set and “Who God Says I Am”
Bookmark from their kit items. The Counselee will already have a Bookmark from the Survival kit
they were given in their INS, so they will have an extra one now. The following Handout will review
the assignments they were given to do while waiting to get into the counseling program. We want to
re-emphasize the importance of the two assignments with the Bookmark.
Romans 8:16 says, “The Spirit Himself bears witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God.” And
Psalm 47 tells us that God is the Great King over all the earth, so if you are a child of God what does that
make you?
A child of the King! You are royalty!
What do you know about yourself as a child of the King? The moment you accepted Christ as your Savior,
you were “born again,” meaning your spirit was reborn—or made new. Jesus said in John 3:5-6, “…Truly,
Truly, I say to you, Except a man be born of water (physical birth) and of the Spirit (spiritual birth), he
cannot enter into the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the
Spirit is spirit.” The real you is your spirit. You are a spirit; you have a mind, will, and emotions; and you
live in a body. The more you find out the truth of who you really are (in your spirit) and live from your
spirit, instead of living from your flesh (your physical senses, emotions, and feelings), the better your life
will be. So what do you know about the real you?
Because you received Christ as your Savior, God now sees you as in Christ. He tells us in 2 Corinthians
5:17 that, “if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold (see), all things
are become new.” The real you—in your spirit—is totally new!
In John 14:16, Jesus prayed for the Father to send the Holy Spirit to those who received Him. Verse 17
says, “Even the Spirit of truth; Whom the world cannot receive, because it sees Him not, neither knows
Him: but you know Him; for He dwells with you, and shall be in you.” The Holy Spirit cannot dwell in an
unholy place, and before you received Christ, your spirit was unholy. That’s why God had to give you a
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new spirit! So the Holy Spirit could come live inside you! God told before hand in the Old Testament that
this is what He was going to do: “A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within you…”
(Ezekiel 36:26).
Let’s read Romans 8:16 again with the next verse included. It says, “The Spirit Himself bears witness with
our spirit, that we are the children of God: And if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs with
Christ…” Wow!
Who are you? __________________________________________________________________
(Answer: A Child of God.)
Who are you an heir of? _________________________________________________________
(Answer: God.)
Who are you a joint-heir with? ____________________________________________________
(Answer: Christ.)
What does this mean for you?!
An “heir” is one who inherits something; comes into; one who is entitled to possess something.3 Think back
to the days when kings were common. Let’s say, a king’s son was out surveying their kingdom and he was
thrown off his horse, hit his head, and had amnesia. He woke up and didn’t know who he was. All the rights
and privileges of being the king’s son were still his, but if he didn’t know it, they wouldn’t do him any
good at all. It’s the same for us. If we don’t know who we are as a child of the King and what that means,
we might end up living like paupers instead of royalty.
Do you really know who you are in Christ? What changed for you when your spirit became new? 2
Corinthians 5:21 tells us: “For He (God) hath made Him (Jesus) to be sin for us, Who knew no sin; that we
might be made the righteousness of God in Him.” The moment you were in Christ, you became the
righteousness of God. This means that everything Jesus accomplished through His death and resurrection is
yours! Now do you see why this is so important? In the New Testament, God talks about us as Believers,
saying, in Christ, in Whom, in Him, in Jesus over 175 times. That’s a lot of things we need to know about
ourselves! It’s not talking about who you will be when you get to Heaven. It’s talking about who you are
now. You have some rights and privileges as a child of the King and knowing what they are could mean
everything for you. This has much to do with the kind of life you live and enjoy.
Proverbs 23:7 says that as a man thinks in his heart, so is he. What you believe to be true about yourself
determines how you feel and what you do. This is why it’s so important to begin to change what you
believe about yourself by making it line up with the truth of who God says you are. The natural way to live
is having a mindset of the flesh, which is living according to your physical senses, natural thoughts, and
emotions. But there’s a better way to live! We find out what God says about us and our life, and then live
by that, instead of by what our physical senses, thoughts, and emotions tell us. The goal is to get what’s
true in your spirit to become more and more visible in your physical, emotional, and thought life. Here’s
something that will help you with this:
Look at the “Who God Says I Am” Bookmark. This is a list of highlights of who God says you are because
you are His child. This is the truth straight from God’s Word about who you really are in your spirit. We
call this list “Truth Statements” (they are in bold print). “I am a child of the King” is Truth Statement #1, “I
am in Christ” is #2, and “Because I am in Christ” is then the main heading over all the rest of the Truth
Statements. And there’s the KEY! It’s only because you are in Christ that all of these things are true for
you! We are going to read through this list together right now. If you don’t understand one of them, just
speak up, and we’ll stop and look up the verses.
Note to Counselor: Read through the list now, taking one eachyou don’t need to read the
references aloud.
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Assignment: Speak aloud the list on the front of the “Who God Says I Am” Bookmark, first thing
in the morning, and the list on the back, last thing at night. It makes a big difference what you put
into your mind first thing in the morning and last thing before you go to sleep at night. Please make
sure you do this assignment. If you went to a doctor and they gave you a prescription, telling you to
take it twice a day, wouldn’t you follow the directions? This is just as important. This is like a
prescription. Proverbs 4:22 is speaking of the words of the Bible and says, “For they are life to
those that find them, and health to all their flesh.” The original Hebrew word used there for health
means medicine. God’s Word contains medicine! Don’t just read through the list. It’s important to
speak it out loud, because your brain will eventually believe what it hears you repeatedly saying. If
you want change in your life you have to change what you believe about yourself first.

“The materials kept my attention and I could not wait to see what the next lesson had in store for
me. You all have put so much time and effort into these studies. They are awesome and truly a
blessing. When our minister started telling us about these study guides, we were excited about it.
Then he got them and threw them down in front of us. I looked at that book and said to myself,
what have I gotten into? I am 44 years old and I’m not a student anymore. Well after the first
assignment, I was hooked. To tell the truth I always skimmed ahead a little just to see what was
coming up next. These materials are awesome and I have learned so much I did not know.”
Inmate, Wapello County Jail

“The materials were very beneficial. They have helped me know my Lord
so much deeper—an even more heartfelt love. I felt there was some kind
of a ‘wall’ between God and me when I first started coming here. That wall
has disintegrated.” Linda
Overview Comments: The materials then lead them gently through learning about emotions and
emotional healing. They are laid out in such a way that the Lord ministers to them from His Word. It is
amazing to see how God’s Word has universal application! It doesn’t matter what their problem or
“issue” is they see everything this says from the perspective of their problem.
We address the distorted understanding that some people might have with seeing God as their “Father.”
Here is an excerpt:
Past experiences and bad memories of our own father could affect the way we see and feel about having
God as our Heavenly “Father.” This makes it easy for the devil to lie to us about God, so that we might not
even want to have a relationship with Him. But that’s a scheme of the enemy to keep you from
experiencing the true and perfect Father/Child relationship that God longs for you to have with Him. God is
the Perfect Father and He wants to show you the love that no earthly father can match. He is faithful and
trustworthy. He will never leave you or forsake you (Hebrews 13:5). Even if you have had a good father,
having God as your Father, in His perfection, is beyond anything you can imagine.

“These materials were so very beneficial for me. Each section was like
stepping stones (advancement) in my getting more knowledge and getting
to know my Father better.” George
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Knowing God

p. 79

How do you learn to trust God with every part of your life? It’s like learning to trust people. Your trust
grows stronger as you get to know Him better and find, time after time, that He does not let you down. 4
“What we believe about God is foundational to our whole belief system. If we have wrong thinking about
God, we will have wrong thinking about everything else.”5
Romans 12:2 says that you are “transformed by the renewing of your mind.” That means our lives
dramatically change as our minds receive correct information. But, when you received salvation your mind
was not automatically renewed. We still have wrong ways of thinking, old incorrect attitudes, and wrong
ideas about things. satan can use these against us in his schemes to lie to us even about God. You are
dealing with an enemy who wants to destroy your relationship with your Heavenly Father.
Let’s make sure you receive correct information about God and His ways. You know how you feel if
someone is believing something that isn’t true about you? That’s how God feels when you believe something
that isn’t true about Him. He doesn’t want you to think that of Him and wants you to know the truth. He
wants you to break you free from those lies that keep you from knowing Him the way He wants you to know
Him. Jesus said in John 8:32, “…you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” You can be set
free to really know Him and get closer to Him than you have ever thought possible (John 4:24).
Counselee please pray aloud:
Father, please show me where, in any way, I have a distorted view of Your love, Your
character, or Your ways. Reveal to me the full truth of Who You really are. I want to know
You, really know You. I ask this in Jesus’ Name, amen.
Overview Comments: We then take them through the exercise with a list of common misbeliefs about
God, to see if any of them are lies they have believed. They will renounce any lies they have believed and
verbally affirm the truth. To renounce something simply means to speak your decision to reject, refuse,
and cast off a certain thing or belief.6 The original Greek word used for “renounce” in the New
Testament, indicates an act of disowning or rejecting (2 Corinthians 4:2). 7 We believe this does
something spiritually and psychologically.

“I just feel that every member of every church should go through this.” Darlene C.

Overview Comments: Then we start getting into the renewing of the mind process. Here is an excerpt:
Romans 12:2 says you are transformed by the renewing of your mind.
What is in our mind? __________________________________________________________________
(Answer: Thoughts.)
 Look up and read 2 Corinthians 10:4-5. What does God tell us to do with our thoughts?
_________________________________________________________________________________
(Answer: Take every thought captive and make it obedient to Christ.)
So what does that tell us? It tells us that our thoughts are not going to automatically be obedient to Christ.
We have a responsibility to capture those disobedient thoughts and make them obey what God’s Word says.
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So we have to start paying attention to what our thoughts are. If you don’t know what thoughts are lies
planted by the enemy, you will start repeating them to yourself and believing them.
The enemy can negatively affect or even destroy someone’s life just by getting them to believe lies. There
is proof that satan can put thoughts into our mind. Acts 5:1-3 tells us that it was the devil who gave Ananias
and Sapphira the idea to lie about the sale of their land. And John 13:2 says the devil planted the thought to
betray Jesus in Judas’ mind. The enemy can definitely work in our thoughts—which then enables him to
work in our emotions.
If we believe the lies of the enemy in our thoughts, then it’s easy for him to exploit our weaknesses,
arousing our passions, stirring up things like greed, envy, jealousy, anger, resentment, hatred, fear, anxiety,
and depression. This is all done by the devil, who walks about “seeking whom he may devour” (1 Peter 5:8).
You can be sure he is involved in some way in your sin and the problems you have in your life.
Does this shift all of the blame onto satan and let us off the hook? Absolutely not. Even though Peter knew it
was satan who had filled Ananias and Sapphira’s hearts to lie, they were still held responsible and suffered
some terrible consequences for it. Judas was also held responsible for his betrayal. Because we are the ones
who allow the enemy to lie to us, God still holds us responsible as well. satan can suggest things to us, but
we are the ones who make the choice to believe it and run with it. he may tempt us with tantalizing sin, but
we are the ones who decide to give in. he can stir up painful emotions in us, but we are the ones who choose
to react in unhealthy and destructive ways. satan can’t do anything to us without our cooperation.
Some people who actually “hear” voices or have repetitious, tormenting thoughts, know they are being
tormented. Some don’t even realize it. Many believe these are their own thoughts and that they must be a
very bad person, or mentally ill. But the devil is known for being a tormentor. In Revelation 12:10 he is
also revealed as the accuser. Nearly everyone has experienced the enemy’s attacks as he continually seeks
to bring us down with accusations or condemnation in our thoughts. The information we take in from the
outside world is often harmful to our minds as well. Either way, we have the power to take those thoughts
captive and destroy any opportunity they may have had to control our lives. 2 Corinthians 10:4 says we
possess weapons mighty enough to defeat them.
You may not have realized that you have the power to accept or reject thoughts that come into your mind.
You may have passively accepted every thought that entered your mind, regardless of whether it came from
God or it was a lie from the enemy. Believing lies could affect someone’s entire life.8
If you have a hard time telling if thoughts are coming from God or satan, remember this:
satan is accusing — God is affirming
satan is condemning — God is forgiving
satan is merciless — God is merciful
satan is cruel — God is tender
satan is hateful — God is loving
satan is abusive — God is nurturing
satan drives — God draws

“I praise God that He is using New Hope to help so many who are in need…
When I look back and see where I was when I first came and where I am
now; I am in awe of how God has done a great work in my life.”
Betty
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Overview Comments: We teach them about how “misbeliefs” negatively affect us. Here are some excerpts:

Misbeliefs:9
Our thoughts greatly influence our feelings and emotions, which then influence our actions. So the enemy
puts his lies into our thoughts to help carry out his plans to steal, kill, and destroy in our lives. That’s why
it’s so important to pay attention, identify his lies, refuse them, and replace them with the truth. We must
practice this, so it becomes more automatic. When we don’t do that, we receive the enemy’s lies—then we
begin to tell ourselves those untrue things over, and over, and over again. This reinforces the lie. It creates
“misbeliefs” (believing something is true when it is not true), which can mess things up in every area of our
lives and relationships. Sometimes, all the enemy has to do is introduce the untruth into our mind (which he
may even do through other people or things that happen), and then we often take over from there. We help
the misbeliefs take root by continuously repeating them to ourselves. What we need to do is obey what God
told us: “Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God,
and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ” (2 Corinthians 10:5).
If the enemy can get something started that becomes an automatic thought pattern we follow, it helps him
accomplish his goal. he knows that what we believe creates and affects certain feelings and emotions in us.
If we’re not careful, we then believe what we think our feelings are telling us and react out of our emotions.
We must take some time to learn how to examine our thoughts and make sure we are not constantly telling
ourselves things that are not true, which then affects how we feel and what we do. “Self-talk” is the words
we tell ourselves in our thoughts, about ourselves, other people, God, and things that happen (past, present,
or future). If you keep telling yourself things that are not true, you will believe them. If you tell yourself
you are stupid and can’t do anything right, you start believing it. You absolutely will start believing what
you repeatedly tell yourself or say about yourself, even if it’s not true. If you repeat things to yourself
enough times, you will find yourself feeling and behaving accordingly.
Believing that you can’t change is a good example. The enemy has told you, or you’ve heard from others,
and then you repeatedly tell yourself: I can’t change…My mother (or father) was this way, so I’m this way
too…There’s nothing I can do about it…I can’t change… As long as you’re convinced that you can’t
change, you won’t even try. See the devil’s scheme? he can keep you from ever trying to change, if he can
make you believe that it isn’t possible for you. he got the misbelief started, and then you carry it out for
him—you don’t do anything to change. The truth is that anyone can change, because there are some set
laws about how the mind works which are as universal as the law of gravity. When you hold something up
and drop it, it will fall straight down, every time. It’s the same with the laws governing the relationship
between belief and behavior. What you believe affects how you behave.
The amount of suffering we experience due to some of the ridiculous things we believe and tell ourselves is
outrageous. Believing things that are not true is a direct cause of emotional turmoil, bad behavior, and most
so-called “mental illness.” It’s the cause of destructive behavior that people persist in, even knowing that it
is harmful to them and will destroy their lives (things like overeating, smoking, drug and alcohol abuse,
adultery). The thing is, misbeliefs generally appear as truth to the person repeating them to himself, partly
because they often contain some shred of truth, and partly because he has never examined or questioned the
incorrect thoughts.
…These words of mental poison create painful feelings and emotional damage. Persistent, painful feelings
are not God’s will. God does not want His children to suffer things like worry, anxiety, uncontrolled anger,
etc… Other people, circumstances, events, and material things are not what make you happy. What you
believe and tell yourself about these things is what makes you happy or unhappy.
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Change a person’s beliefs and you will change their feelings and behavior. In order to do this, we must
systematically examine our thoughts and self-talk, allow the Lord to reveal our misbeliefs and the truth
about them, then accept and replace those misbeliefs with the truth. You can do this by repenting and
renouncing each lie, and using the countering truth to completely defeat it. Boxing provides a good
illustration for “countering” the enemy’s lies with the truth. It is: To defend yourself against a punch from
an opponent, and deliver a punch in return.10
You must first accept the possibility that some of the things you believe to be true, may not be true, and be
willing to accept the real truth. You begin by paying attention to the thoughts coming into your mind, and
then examining what you are thinking and telling yourself. Start obeying 2 Corinthians 10:5 by taking
every thought captive and making it obedient to Christ by praying the following prayer. Counselee please
pray aloud:
Heavenly Father, I do not want to continue believing anything that is not true. I accept the
fact that it is possible that I do have wrong thoughts, self-talk, and misbeliefs. I want to
repent from believing and living according to those lies. I want to renounce those lies and all
influence they have had on me. Please reveal to me every single thing I believe to be true that
is not true and help me to see the truth about it, whether right now or over time. I ask You to
help me identify every lie the enemy tells me from now on. Please expose every lie and help
me to defeat them with the truth. Please deliver me from the destruction of misbeliefs and
defeat satan’s schemes against me from them. I ask this in Jesus’ Name, amen.
Overview Comments: An exercise follows to help them identify misbeliefs they have, how to figure out
the truth, renounce the lie, affirm the truth, and use the truth to argue against the lie to completely
defeat it. They will begin keeping a Lie List that will help them continue to practice this process. The
materials help them identify unreasonable and irrational ways they may have of thinking. We also talk
about relying on and walking in the power of the Holy Spirit to bring about the changes that are needed.
We continue on, teaching about who they are in Christ and deepening their Father/child relationship
with their Abba Father. We go into more depth on the doctrine of Adoption and what it really means to
be adopted as God’s child and into His family. It is amazing to see not only new Believers, but people
who have been Christians for many years as God opens their understanding in ways they’ve never
known before. Then we use the parallel of the journey of the children of Israel in the Old Testament
with our journey through the Christian life, and we use this comparison throughout the materials.
Excerpt:
There is a direct parallel between the journey the children of Israel took and our journey through the
Christian life. Jehovah (The Eternal, Self-Existent One, the covenant keeping God) led them out of the land
of bondage into the Promised Land. He will lead you out of a life of bondage into your own personal
promised land.
Overview Comments: Then we begin to set up something that will eventually be used in their final
assignment at the very end of the Discipleship Series. We tell them:
You will want to keep track of the most important things you learn along the way. You can do this in a
journal or separate notebook. This will eventually become your own personal “profession of faith.” The
following verses speak of this:


Hebrews 4:14 says, “Seeing then that we have a great High Priest, that is passed into the heavens,
Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our profession.”
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Hebrews 10:23 says, “Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering; for He is
faithful that promised.”

The original Greek word used here for profession means confession with the mouth. There are different
types of confessions. The first thing we think of is confession of sin, but what we’re talking about here are
the things that you speak. To confess means to agree, to speak, and to hold on to what God says about
things. Those verses suggest that we are going to have things happen in our life that could change or
weaken our profession. But no matter what pressures come, victory comes only through holding fast. God
knew we would need something to hold fast to. How do you hold fast to something? Picture it: you would
wrap your arms around it, hold tight to it, and not let go.
To hold fast means we don’t give up. We continue to believe that the Word of God is true in our every
situation. We must hold fast to the Word of God and what we know is true in spite of everything else.11
Your confession (what you speak with your mouth) lines you up; it establishes your position. This is one thing
you will be developing as you go through this study: Your own Personal Profession of Faith that you can
hold fast to. Make note of things that are especially meaningful to you that could be included in your Personal
Profession of Faith. It may come from things like your most favorite truths on the “Who God Says I Am”
bookmark, special Bible verses, truths you will learn that become a part of who you are; the things that you
most need to be speaking out of your mouth. This will all be composed into your own Personal Profession of
Faith, as a final exercise at the end of the last book in the series (we will give you ideas and help you with this
as we go). There are pages at the end of this Handbook to make note of things you want to include.

“For thirty years, I lived the life of a defeated Christian. I had talked to pastors,
doctors, psychiatrists, counselors, help phone lines, prayer phone lines, taken
Prozac, Paxill, and nothing worked until I came here. I’ve learned how to have
a close, personal, intimate relationship with my Heavenly Father. I know who I
am in Christ. I know what kind of power I’ve been given. I no longer fear God
or think He’s out to get me! I have received freedom from all the things satan
tried to use against me for the past thirty years.” Julie
Overview Comments: We teach about the “mighty weapons” we have in the Word of God, the Name of
Jesus, and the Blood of Jesus, and how to appropriate them in their battle against the enemy and sin.
Here’s an excerpt on “the Word” in which we show them how powerful it is to speak God’s Word aloud:
Did you know that God’s Word can be used as a weapon to fight against the enemy, or problems, or even
temptations? The enemy sometimes attacks us with problems, temptations, even emotional issues such as
fear, anxiety, or worry, just to name a few. These are spiritual attacks, so we need a spiritual weapon to
fight them with. It’s found in the Armor of God passage:
 Please stop and read Ephesians 6:10-18 from your Bible.
We are given several pieces of armor, which is protective gear, but we are also given one weapon: “The
Sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God.” Something very interesting here is the Greek word
translated as “Word” is “rhema,” which means: a word primarily spoken. When Jesus was being harassed
by the enemy in the wilderness, He used the “rhema” Word of God as His weapon to stop the enemy’s
attacks. He spoke aloud a Scripture that applied to each temptation (Luke 4:1-14; Matthew 4:1-11).
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When the devil tempted Jesus to satisfy His hunger, “Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God.” (He was quoting Deuteronomy 8:3.) When the
devil offered Jesus all the kingdoms of the world if He would bow down and worship him, “Jesus answered
and said to him, Get behind Me, satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord your God, and Him only
shalt thou serve.” (He was paraphrasing Deuteronomy 6:13.) When the devil tried to get Jesus to throw
Himself off the top of the temple to see if God would have angels save Him, “Jesus answering said to him, It
is said, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord your God.” (He was quoting Deuteronomy 6:16.) That is the “Rhema”
weapon of God’s Word at work. It becomes a Sword in the spiritual realm. Doesn’t it make sense that we
would need a spiritual weapon to fight spiritual enemies? We should be following the Lord’s example.
… How can you use the Bible as your Sword when you are faced with temptations or attacks? Like Jesus,
either quote, paraphrase, or personalize Scripture, speaking it out loud to the enemy. That’s using your
Sword against the enemy. As you read and study the Bible, be looking for personal Sword verses to use as
you battle your spiritual enemies…
Let’s use fear as an example. Fear can be a product of our own imagination, but it can also be an actual
spirit of fear. There are times when you can actually feel fear creep up on you. If that happens and you
speak God’s Word concerning fear aloud, you can actually feel it leave. You can stop these attacks the
same way Jesus didby speaking aloud God’s Word talking about fear. 2 Timothy 1:7 says: “For God has
not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” Personalize this verse on a
loose note card and whenever you feel fear, speak it aloud: For God has not given me the spirit of fear; but
of power, and of love, and of a sound mind. Even if the fear is coming from your own imagination or
insecurity, speaking God’s Word aloud does something psychologically, bringing your mind into
agreement with God’s Word, and the feeling will change. God’s Word is powerful!

Assignment: If you have a problem with fear, stop and write down 2 Timothy 1:7 on a loose note

card. Be sure to personalize it. Carry it with you, and when fear comes, draw your Sword and use it. Or
find a Sword verse to use to fight against a problem you are struggling against.

“Through this program I learned how very important it is to speak
God’s Word out loud.” David S
Overview Comments: We have in-depth teaching on healing for damaged emotions and handling
emotions such as:
Defeating False Fear, Anxiety, and Worry
Healing from Rejection
Overcoming Depression
Demolishing Destructive Anger
Freedom from Shame
An important assignment is given at the end of each handout on the individual emotions to help them
practice what they are learning. Here’s an example:

Assignment: False fear, anxiety, and worry are unhealthy. You can use the process of taking them

captive and making them obedient to Christ to completely defeat them. It begins with evaluating your
thoughts, what you are telling yourself, and what you believe about things that cause you fear, anxiety,
and worry. Follow the steps on the “Taking Your Emotions Captive” form in Appendix E. Use anything
the Lord reveals to you, along with Scriptures from this article or others, to work through the process of
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resisting misbeliefs and irrational thinking, arguing against them, and replacing them with truth until
they are demolished. You must remember the truths the Lord has revealed concerning your freedom
from false fear, anxiety, and worry, and use them to forcefully argue against those “feelings” when they
start to come back up again. It might be helpful to carry the “Taking Your Emotions Captive” pocket
card with you, so you’ll remember what to do, and a small notebook to write the things down. Bring
your notebook next week to show your Counselor how you have analyzed what you recorded, or to help
you if needed. Continue to use the truth to argue against the wrong thoughts, self-talk, or misbeliefs—
war after them!

“Being involved in the New Hope program has been very helpful. Thanks
to our exercises, I have been given the opportunity to get rid of a lot of
junk that I have been carrying around for a very long time. Our studies
have shown me how to use Scripture in the right ways so that I may apply
the authority that God has given me to renounce satan at any time and
claim my victory in Jesus’ Name! I firmly believe every Christian
needs to go through this program.” — Channel
Overview Comments: We include something dealing specifically with marriage with some special
assignments. Even if your Counselee is not married, it’s good for them to have for possible future reference.

“Before New Hope our personal lives were a mess, our children were suffering, and our marriage
was split. New Hope taught us to order our private lives, develop our potential, and to release
ability. Together we now serve in ministry, reaching out to people locally and internationally. If you
would like more information about how New Hope dramatically transformed our lives,
please call us at 641-658-2606.” Shawn and Holly

“When you become a Christian, you learn about salvation, but you don’t learn as
much about where to go from there. Everything you are teaching will help people
grow as Christians and not have to live stuck in the past.” Brenda

Overview Comments: Here is a testimonial from a dear elderly lady who went through the Bible Study
form in one of our Seminars:

“I am not quite sure why I chose this New Hope program, but I did and my life will never be
the same. I am a positive person but I found myself learning new things about darkness,
satan, lies, sins and their results. I was very uncomfortable at first. As the Spirit lead, I
began to search my life for sins, lies, and I found an old self I had kept covered with a smile
(for many, many years). It was good! By the end of the study I felt renewed and reclaimed.
Greater is He who is in me than he who is in the world.” Mary Z.
Overview Comments: We talk about the Principle of Rejoicing, the sacrifice of praise, and the sacrifice of
thanksgiving. We get into how unique and special they are to God.
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“I became overwhelmed with life’s circumstances. I had lost hope, peace, and victory. I was
overwhelmed with fear and had no clear sense of purpose. The eyes of my heart have now been
enlightened, and I know the hope to which He has called me, the riches of His glorious inheritance
in the saints, and the immeasurable greatness of His power in me who believes, according to the
working of His great might. I am strengthened with might through His Spirit in my inner man.
(Eph1:18-19, 3:16)” Lieba
“These materials are phenomenal, life-changing. I know I am accepted by my
Heavenly Father. His love is constant and continuous. I was bought with a price and I
belong to God. It’s what I wish I would have been taught when I first
became a Christian.” Paula
“I have been a Christ follower for 35 years and have read and studied the Bible for all that time. So
I am embarrassed to say New Hope has opened my eyes to truths I had missed. The Biblical
Principles changed me completely. I am a new person.” Kathy S.
Overview Comments: Phase II (Freedom) is where they work into dealing with the main root problems
in their lives. Even though the enemy is behind many of our problems, we do have to be balanced in our
spiritual warfare. Here is an excerpt:

Biblical Balance

p. 21

What we’re really teaching you is—spiritual warfare. We are children of the King…living in a
Kingdom…and warfare is a part of Kingdom living. But it is important that we’re balanced in our spiritual
warfare.
Even though our ultimate “enemy” is the devil, God’s Word reveals that we face three main enemies that
try to defeat us: the world, the flesh, and the devil. We can’t develop a mentality that only satan is
responsible for everything. We have to take seriously our responsibility to refuse the temptations of the
world and our flesh. The enemy may be using the pulls of the world to entice you to sin, and he may be
stirring up your flesh, in order to provoke you to sin, and you do need to resist him. But you also have to do
battle with your enemies of the world and your flesh. Denying that demonic enemies have anything to do
with your problems is equally disastrous. If you are only concentrating on one enemy and not the others as
well, you will not consistently walk in victory. So let’s take a separate look at all three.
1. The world: External temptations to sin coming from the organized world system that is in opposition to
and in rebellion against God.
The powers of darkness are ultimately behind organizing and controlling this system that opposes God
(Ephesians 6:12). Ephesians 2:2 says, “Wherein in time past you walked according to the course of this
world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now works in the children of
disobedience.” The Bible refers to satan as “the god of this world” and “the prince of this world” in
several places (2 Corinthians 4:4; John 14:30). The devil is definitely behind it, but we must be aware of
and fight against the deception and enticements of the world.
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1 John 2:15-17 helps explain what this world system is: “Love not the world, neither the things that are in
the world. If any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world, the
lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world. And
the world passes away, and the lust thereof: but he that does the will of God abides forever.” It’s all of the
worldly things that appeal to the lust of our flesh, the lust of our eyes, and the pride of life.
Lust of the flesh: Something designed to trigger a physiological response in our mind and body.
Things like bill boards, music lyrics, advertisements, pornography, violent video games, movies and
shows with sexual content, bad language, or extreme violence, etc, are all avenues through which the
world can appeal to the lust of our flesh.
When the lust of the flesh controls you, the Holy Spirit is no longer controlling you. The Bible
commands us to walk controlled by the Holy Spirit and to refuse to allow anyone or anything else to
have control over us.
Lust of the eyes: Solicitations to sin that focus on our desire to have “things,” which we believe we
must have to be content or significant. You need this…You deserve this… You can’t be content living
without this… For example: a fancier house, jewelry, clothes, more expensive cars, more toys, having
a perfect body, etc… I need more, and I want what you have, help describe the motivations of the
“lust of the eyes.”
Things never bring contentment. “And Jesus said to them, Take heed, and beware of covetousness:
for a man's life consists not in the abundance of the things which he possesses” (Luke 12:15; see 1321).
Pride of life: Solicitations to sin that appeal to our selfish ambition and self-centeredness. They
create desire for success according to the world; having your own plans; making your own decisions;
making money, seeking to please people rather than God, being more important, being smarter than
others, etc…
Just being aware of those different types of worldly schemes makes it easier to resist and refuse them. When
you are confronted with any of those types of appeals, remember this and let it cause you to respond: NO!
This is specifically designed by the world system to entice me to sin against God!...I will not!
“…Know you not that the friendship of the world is enmity (hostility) with God? Whoever therefore will
be a friend of the world is the enemy of God” (James 4:4).
When satan tempted Eve in the Garden of Eden, he utilized all three worldly avenues (Genesis 3:1-7). he
made sure that Eve saw that the tree was good for food (lust of the flesh), and that it was pleasant to look
at (lust of the eyes), and that it was to be desired to make one wise (pride of life). It stirred up her fleshly
desires, so she took from its fruit and ate. It also reveals that we can be attacked by all three enemies of
the world, the flesh, and the devil at the same time. Yes, we have three separate enemies, but they work
really well together—and I don’t mean that as a positive.
Blaming it all on the devil, and only trying to rebuke him though, will not successfully defeat worldly
temptations. The enemy may be using those pulls of the world to entice you to sin, and you do need to
resist him, but you also have to do battle with your enemy of the world.
How do you fight against worldly temptations?
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Evaluate the temptation and what you’re thinking and feeling. This is all a part of taking your
thoughts and emotions captive—to evaluate them (2 Corinthians 10:5). Is it coming from an
external appeal to sin from the world? Does it activate your lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes, or
pride of life?
If so, you must say, “NO,” which is to Resist and Refuse.
If you constantly feel the pull of the world trying to draw you in—take measures to keep yourself
away from things, places, and people the world and the enemy use to draw you. For example: If
something comes on the TV screen that stirs up temptation in you, turn the channel, turn it off, or get
rid of it all together. Run from temptation! “But you, O man of God, flee these things; and follow
after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness” (1 Timothy 6:11; see verses 6-11).
We must consistently evaluate the world’s propositions and say no to its lies and temptations.
Either our choices honor Christ, or they do not. Evaluate them through the grid of God’s Word and
look at them from God’s eternal perspective. How do we know? We have to study and know what
God’s Word says (2 Timothy 2:15). It’s knowing what the truth is that will make the difference
(John 8:32; 14:6; 17:17).



Renew your mind concerning worldly temptations. “And be not conformed to this world: but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you may prove what is that good, and acceptable,
and perfect, will of God” (Romans 12:2). If you have an area of weakness that involves a worldly
temptation, fill up your mind with what God says about that particular thing.



Attack – Don’t just be passive about temptations and take what comes! Don’t just defend yourself
when they come. Go on offense. Think of a football team. When they are on defense, they are at a
disadvantage, because they don’t know where the ball is going or even when the play will begin.
But when they are on offense, it emphasizes their strengths. They advance the ball by moving
forward as they attack, gaining ground. What are your strengths as a Christian? Jesus Christ and the
power of the Holy Spirit! You get to fight against the temptations through the power of the Holy
Spirit and all of the things Christ is for you! Attack those areas of weakness that involve worldly
temptations. Use the Scriptures you are renewing your mind with as the Sword of the Spirit against
the temptations and advance forward (Ephesians 6:17).



Be controlled by the Holy Spirit (Galatians 5:25).

Overview Comments: Using the same pattern, the handout teaches them how to also identify and fight
against the flesh and the devil. We then introduce the Biblical Principles dealing with main root
problems and lead them through each one individually.

“I was in bondage for many years, even as a Christian I had a lot of knowledge, but still
had many issues dwelling in my heart. God used New Hope to reveal the lies that I had
believed about myself and about God. I once struggled with anxiety, but now I have
peace. I once was heavy in depression, but now I have joy. Where there was bondage, I
now have freedom. God has used New Hope to bring redemption, healing, and
wholeness to every area of my life.” Christine
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Main Root Problem #1: Counterfeit Spiritual Experiences—
Overview Comments: This is talking about counterfeit spiritual experiences people have had, which
covers false religions and the occult. Most people may not have been involved in many of the most
serious things, but some people have, and we go through everything the same way with everyone. Being
involved in any counterfeit spiritual experiences can open doors to the enemy and gives him legal
ground in a person’s life. They need to specifically renounce those things and close those doors. We help
them through the process with a prayer pattern and renunciation to follow.
Here is a testimonial from someone who was actually involved in the occult:

“I used to be a Wiccan high priest. I suffered from a very dirty and bitter divorce. I have seen
combat against the Taliban and Al Queda forces. Even with my salvation through Christ’s blood,
there was an unseen spiritual barrier between my Lord and I. I was ready to give up, to turn my
back on God when I heard of “New Hope.” Because of New Hope, many of my walls and barriers
have fallen like the walls of Jericho. God, my God, has healed my relationships, my heart, my
body, and my household. He has made me whole.” Tim

Main Root Problem #2: Generational Problems—
Excerpt:
Why do people so often follow in the same sins as their parents? Well, just as physical problems can pass
down from one generation to the next, so can spiritual problems. Think of how something like alcoholism
seems to run in families, or how something like abuse can be seen in each generation. There are many
problems that can be passed down generationally. Some are genetic, some are learned behavior from
surroundings, and some are spiritual. In humans, the physical, emotional, and spiritual are all tied together,
so something in one area affects all the other areas. That’s why the spiritual possibilities must be dealt
with…. People are not punished for someone else’s sin, but consequences of those sins can carry on down
through generations.
Overview Comments: After the Scriptural evidence and preparation, there is a prayer pattern for them to
use asking God to bring to their mind the things in their family lines that need to be addressed, with a
prayer and declaration at the end.

“When I came to New Hope I was down and had no hope. But I have the Word
of God now and New Hope gave me a guide for my life. The time I have spent
here I would not give up. I have peace and the Word of God. For me, New
Hope gave me peace all the time.” Stephen

Main Root Problem #3: Believing Lies—
Excerpts:
 Look up and read John 8:44.
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What does the Lord tell us about satan here? ____________________________________________
(Answer: There is no truth in him and he is the father
__________________________________________________________________________________
of lies.)
We have three enemies: the world, the flesh, and the devil, and they all three lie to us. But if satan is the
father of all lies, he is probably the one who gets the lies started. We still need to be aware of the kinds of
lies we hear from the world and that people often tell themselves. The starting point of most problems is
lies. satan is a deceiver who loves to use lies of the world and our old sin-trained nature against us. he
started with Eve in the Garden and “from that moment to this, satan has used deception to sway our
affections, influence our choices, and destroy our lives. In one way or another, every problem we have in
this world is the fruit of deception—the result of believing something that simply isn’t true.”12
...Those lies, if believed, can create a certain mindset in a certain area or concerning a certain thing. A
mindset, or belief system, based on lies can then become a stronghold. Let’s review what a stronghold is:
Having the power of great strength which keeps a thing fast and prevents escape;
Strict, severe;
A prison or place of confinement;
Forcibly affecting the sight, taste, smell, mind, intellect or any faculty;
Not easily overthrown;
Grown strong by time;
Power or influence operating on the mind;
Advantage that may be taken in governing a person’s conduct.13
What an accurate description of the bondage of strongholds that can determine and control feelings and
actions. satan will try to convince people that it’s not possible for strongholds such as drugs, alcohol,
smoking, over eating, anxiety, depression, etc…to be torn down, but that’s a lie. God says, “For the
weapons of our warfare are not carnal (pertaining to the flesh), but mighty through God to the pulling down
of strong holds; casting down imaginations (#3053 – reasoning), and every high thing that exalts itself
against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ” (2
Corinthians 10:4-5).
Overview Comments: We take them through examples of lies from our three main enemy areas: the
world, the flesh, and the devil. We consistently teach them to ask God specifically what needs to be dealt
with and then carry through on what He reveals is true of them. They follow the prayer patterns and
complete it by renouncing the lies and choosing God’s truth.

“The program brought into sharp focus the Biblical truths, the issues, and the answers
to root problems. The materials are excellent!” Dave

Main Root Problem #4: Unforgiveness—
Excerpts:
In John 10:10Jesus is speaking, and He says He came so that we might have life, and that we might have it
more abundantly. Unforgiveness is one of the main things holding many people back from it. Are you living
an abundant life? If not, could it be due to unforgiveness you’ve held on to? So many people are living in
torment due to bitterness. Bitterness comes from unforgiveness.
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Unforgiveness opens a huge door to the enemy and is one of the biggest ways satan can steal away your
abundant life. So the enemy does not want you to understand what forgiveness really is or how to do it.
Let’s make one thing clear from the beginning though, forgiveness does not mean allowing someone to
continue to abuse you, nor does it mean letting someone go free who might harm others. So that is not what
we’re talking about here.
We can carry past hurts and offenses around and use them as an excuse for bitterness, holding grudges,
remaining angry, slandering, and even hating people. But for people who have been terribly hurt or abused,
the act of forgiveness seems impossible. The problem is, we have misconceptions about what “forgiveness”
really is.
…In order to really understand how to get rid of bitterness, we must first have a clear understanding of the
terms we are using, and the main one is “forgiveness.” The biggest hang-up most people have with
forgiveness is the word itself, and it’s because they don’t understand its true meaning. The main reason for
this is that in our English language, we only have one word for “forgive.” Whereas, in both the Hebrew and
the Greek there are four different words for “forgive/forgiveness” We lose so much of the differences of
meaning in translating them all to our one word. Let’s look at how the different definitions are used in the
New Testament (NT), really thinking about each word or phrase (you don’t need to try to pronounce the
Greek words):
Strong’s #859 (aphesis) is used only when speaking of God’s forgiveness of our sins, and it means:
Freedom, pardon, deliverance, remission.
Strong’s #5483 (charizomai) means: To grant as a favor, in kindness, pardon or rescue: deliver, freely
give, grant.
Strong’s #630 (apoluo) means: To free fully, relieve, release, let depart, dismiss, let go, loose, send away,
set at liberty.
Strong’s #863 (aphiemi) is used in the majority of the verses translated to forgive, and means: To send
forth in various applications: cry, forsake, lay aside, leave, let go, omit, put away, remit, suffer, yield up.
“To send forth in various applications,” means there are different applications in different situations. This
reveals there are different types of forgiveness. We know there are different types of offenses, so doesn’t it
make sense that there would be different types of forgiveness?
To tell someone, “Well, you just have to forgive that person who sexually abused you; just the same as you
would someone who said something that hurt your feelings,” is just wrong! To even say that to someone is
offensive. It wasn’t the same! So the type of forgiveness is not the same either. Understanding this can free
people from the bondage of bitterness that they may have never thought possible.
(Discussion Question) Realizing that there are different types of offenses, doesn’t it make sense that
there would be different types of forgiveness? What are your thoughts on this?
Overview Comments: We take them through these different types of forgiveness and how they fit
different situations. There are several look up the Scriptures and fill in the answer questions. We let
God’s Word speak to them as they have to answer the questions with what God’s Word says. We show
them what God’s Word specifically says about forgiveness, and how to actually do it. They go to God,
asking Him to reveal to them who they need to forgive and they make a list of what He brings to their
mind. Then we help them give the type of forgiveness that is required for each one. This is one of the
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most dramatic experiences people will have. At the very end, we have them destroy their list. It is truly an
amazing and even miraculous sight to see the healing that takes place during this time.

“My faith has grown so much. I was also able to forgive and let go of being
sexually abused by a relative over 20 years ago. I have learned to deal with
things differently, as God would like them to be dealt with. I have learned life is
so good when we have God with us in every way. I am now feeling the
wonderful freedom of forgiveness and love of my Father/God.” Anita

Main Root Problem #5: Pride—
Overview Comments: We take them through what God’s Word says about pride and what it says about
humility. Again, looking up the Scriptures and them answering the questions with what God’s Word
says. At the end of this principle, there is a list of possible areas of pride. They ask God to reveal to them
their own areas of pride, which they renounce, and then humble themselves before the Lord.

Main Root Problem #6: Rebellion—
Excerpts:
Rebellion is: Open resistance or opposition to lawful authority.
We want to make one thing clear from the beginning. As we go over this main root problem area talking
about submission, we are not talking about submitting to criminal, abusive, or wicked authorities. There is no
room in God’s order of things for abuse of authority. There are times when employers, government leaders,
church leaders, husbands, parents, teachers, or others may abuse their authority. They may even break laws
that have been directed by God to protect people. This is when you need to go to higher authorities (such as
that person’s authority or legal authorities), which have also been established for your protection. Abuse,
whether it is physical, mental, emotional, or sexual, requires changing the situation. You should not submit
to an authority if it involves breaking the law of our land or breaking God’s laws. In those situations, “we
ought to obey God rather than men”and seek help (see Acts 5:26-29 and Daniel 6:1-23). God hates abuse!
God is your ultimate authority, but He has also established lines of authority for us here on earth. By
submitting to those He places in authority over you, you are actually submitting to Him, because that is
following the order He has established. When you rebel against God’s authority, or rebel against any of the
authorities He has set you under, you open a door to the enemy that allows him to wreak havoc in your life.
Confessing and renouncing your rebellion, and choosing to submit to God, and to the authorities He has set
you under, is the only way to close that door.
 1 Samuel 15:23: “For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry…”
What is rebellion like? ______________________________________________________________
(Answer: Witchcraft.)
What is stubbornness like? ___________________________________________________________
(Answer: Idolatry.)
This is one of the most deceivingly dangerous main root problems. Witchcraft is direct contact with
demons. God says rebellion is the same thing. Since rebellion takes you out from under God’s protective
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hand, you are literally opening yourself up to demons without any protection! Idolatry is the worshipping of
idols. Stubbornness (demanding your own way) is worshipping yourself…
Overview Comments: We take them through Scriptures which talk about submission concerning
government, church leadership, employers, parents, school authorities, and husbands. Through prayer,
God reveals to them any rebellion they are guilty of. The same prayer pattern of renunciation is provided
to help them submit to God and the authorities He has placed over them.
At any point during their dealing with these main root problem areas, we may begin seeing some major
things changing in their lives and circumstances. They may seem to be totally unrelated to the spiritual
things they are dealing with, but we are aware of the bigger picture and how “we wrestle not against flesh
and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness in high places” (Ephesians 6:12).

We are seeing people set free from the bondage of life-controlling
problems to fulfill the call of God on their lives.

Main Root Problem #7: Causing Offense—
Excerpts:
When the Lord was asked: “Master, which is the great commandment in the law? Jesus said to him, Thou
shalt love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the
first and great commandment. And the second is like it, Thou shalt love your neighbor as yourself” (Matthew
22:36-39). Jesus also said that all of the Law hangs on these two commandments (Matthew 22:40). Obeying
these two greatest commandments means more to Him than any offerings or sacrifices (Mark 12:33).
 Look up and read 1 Samuel 15:22-23a.
What is better to God than sacrifices? __________________________________________________
(Answer: To obey Him.)
Do you remember how you felt while going through the principle of forgiveness and remembering people
who had hurt you, who never asked for your forgiveness? That’s how people you have hurt or offended feel.
The “Golden Rule,” basically says, Do unto others as you would have them do unto you (Matthew 7:12;
Luke 6:31). “Love works no ill to his neighbor: therefore love is the fulfilling of the law” (Romans 13:10).
Acts 24:16 says, “And herein do I exercise myself, to have always a conscience void of offense toward God,
and toward men,” so offense toward God or man would be the opposite of the two greatest commandments to
love God and others. Offense here means: Insult, sin, hurt, or harm. If you offend or sin against someone, in
order to obey God’s second greatest command to love others as yourself, you are to ask the person’s
forgiveness. If you offend or sin against others whom God has told you to love, you sin against God. You
should confess this sin to God and ask His forgiveness. Your conscience won’t be completely free of offense
toward God until you are free of offense toward others.
“Beloved, if our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence toward God” (1 John 3:21). “Now the end
of the commandment is charity (love) out of a pure heart, and of a good conscience, and of faith unfeigned
(sincere)” (1 Timothy 1:5). There is a tie between love and faith. Galatians 5:6 says that without love your
faith isn’t even going to work right…
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Overview Comments: God reveals to them anyone they need to ask forgiveness from and we help them
with a plan on how to carry it out.

“These materials were absolutely life-changing for me!...Because of the New Hope materials, I
am more in love with my Heavenly Father, His Word, and I have a real burden to get these
materials into the lives of everyoneeveryone who is seeking Truth. I believe the answers for
everything are truly within the Word and He rewards those who diligently seek Him. Thank you
staff and volunteers for your passion to bring people to Christ and to New Hope! My life has
been changed! I have kingdom purpose!” Cathy B.

Main Root Problem #8: Habitual Sins—
Excerpts:
Sin not dealt with leads to bondage. Proverbs 5:22 says, “His own iniquities shall take the wicked himself,
and he shall be held with the cords of his sins.” This principle will help break the bondage of repetitive sins
of the flesh that have become habits. Whether the temptation comes from the world, the flesh, or the devil,
when you choose to give in to it, it is sin. The sin starts with you. All sins are “sins of the flesh,” because
that’s where they originate from. It will also help you identify misbeliefs concerning those sins and use the
truth to renew your mind. It’s the same for all of the Main Root Problem areas: Christ has already provided
forgiveness for your sinsbut sin opens a door to the enemy, giving him permission to be in your life. It
needs to be repented of, renounced, permission removed, and the doors closed.
Overview Comments: We have them read several Scriptures and answer some questions. When there are
several Scriptures, for sake of time we print them out instead of having them look all of them up in their
Bible. Here is an example:
 Hebrews 3:13: “But exhort one another daily, while it is called Today; lest any of you be hardened
through the deceitfulness of sin.”
What can sin do? ___________________________________________________________________
(Answer: Harden you.)
What else can it do? ________________________________________________________________
(Answer: Deceive you.)
This is the first step in repentanceto admit and confess our sin to God, being sorry for it. But true repentance
also involves a change of heart concerning that sin. You’ve changed your attitude about that sin. You have
made a decision to stop it; it’s the desire of your heart to not do that anymore, even if you fail before you are
able to completely stop doing it. This is not excusing it, but the complete turning away from that sin can be a
process. This principle dealing with habitual sins will greatly help you with that process.
For a sin to become a habit or a lifestyle, the person is believing lies concerning that particular thing. They
are then in bondage to that sin, trapped in the chains of a sin-confess-sin-confess cycle they so desperately
want to be free of. You cannot continue on in known sin and not be miserable. The way to free yourself is to
repent and renounce that sin and the lies concerning it, replace those lies with God’s truth, and then live
according to that truth…
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 Ephesians 4:22-24: “That you put off concerning the former conversation (behavior) the old man, which
is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts; And be renewed in the spirit of your mind; And that you put on
the new man, which after God is created in righteousness and true holiness.”
What are you instructed to put off? ____________________________________________________
(Answer: The old man.)
What are you to put on? _____________________________________________________________
(Answer: The new man.)
Where are we made new? ____________________________________________________________
(Answer: In our mind!)
God will transform you, but you have to cooperate with Him. That takes commitment and practice.
We are called to put off the former behavior and characteristics of the “old man.” And we are to “put on”
the behavior and characteristics of the “new man.” The Greek word used there for “put on” means: To be
clothed with; in the sense of sinking into a garment.14
God created you as a totally “new man” when you accepted Christ as your Savior. You became “a new
creature in Christ” (2 Corinthians 5:17). Then you are to put on the characteristics of the new man, but it’s
only by the power of the Holy Spirit that you can do it. This is supernatural. You can’t do it by self-effort, but
you do need to cooperate with and depend on the Holy Spiritand retrain your flesh by renewing your mind.
In Ephesians 4:22, where we are told to “put off” the old man, the Greek word used there implies
“renouncing.”15 To walk in the victory that Jesus provided for you requires repent-renounce-resist. This will
then close the door to the enemy’s access to you in that area, which will make it easier to stop the sin.
Overview Comments: There is a “Put Off – Put On” list to help them put off the old man and put on the
new where these habitual sins are concerned (Ephesians 4:22-24). One of the most powerful
assignments we give is included in this principle, which puts the power that is in God’s Word to work
against these sins as they write out their own Personal Put Off – Put On list.

“I will be forever thankful to New Hope and God for leading me to and
through this program. I think everyone should take this course. I would
not have missed it for the world.” Trisha S.
Overview Comments: After dealing with the main root problem areas, they continue to deepen their
relationship with the Lord, standing fast in the freedom they have gained, and connecting threads between
the three phases of the program.

“This class has changed so much in my relationship with God. I had so
many questions that have been answered and I am a more confident
Christian and I have been able to give better counsel to friends and family
using this material. Thank you!” Amy P.

“Through the New Hope program I now know God has so much for me. I just need to
listen, obey, and not be swayed by anything. I have put on a new way of thinking, not
looking around me, but keeping my eyes on Jesus. I am wanted, loved, called, and
anointed for service. Nothing is impossible with God.” Betty
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Overview Comments: In Phase III (Transformation), they will continue to strengthen and renew their
mind. It takes time to renew a mind, but that is how we are transformed (Romans 12:2). We also go into
greater detail on putting down the flesh. Once the main root problems have been dealt with, closing
doors that had given the enemy access to them, putting down the flesh is somewhat easier. We give them
some assignments to continue practicing and retraining their mind. We also get into what putting on the
Whole Armor of God really means in our daily lives. Here’s an excerpt:
The Apostle Paul used military terms to spur us on in our spiritual battle against the enemy. The original
language was even more descriptive:
 Ephesians 6:10-18: “Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power (great power) of His
might. Put on the whole armor of God (in the sense of sinking into a garment), that you may be able to
stand against the wiles (tricks, lies, and schemes) of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places (demonic forces and wicked spirits). Wherefore (because of this) take
unto you the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand (to stand against, oppose, resist) in
the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt about (as to fasten on
one’s belt) with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the
preparation of the gospel of peace (to place beneath the feet for sure-footing); Above all, taking the
shield of faith (a door shaped shield that covers your entire body), wherewith you shall be able to quench
(extinguish) all the fiery darts (enflamed with anger) of the wicked. And take the helmet (encirclement of
the head) of salvation, and the Sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God: Praying always with all
prayer (worship) and supplication (requests) in the Spirit, and watching (to keep watch) thereunto with
all perseverance (persistency) and supplication for all saints” (Ephesians 6:10-18).
Paul paints a picture of a heavily-armed soldier, but he wasn’t referring to a Roman soldier, as most people
assume. He was actually referring to the “whole armor” of the ancient Hebrew warriors. The Romans
typically carried a small round shield, whereas the Hebrew warriors carried a large door shaped shield that
covered the entire body, which is what the Greek word for shield in this passage means.16 The first thing in
the military instruction is to be strong in the Lord, and in the power of His might—just as the Israelites who
were successful in battle always did. Many times they defeated their enemies under the most impossible
odds. Here’s one example of how they did it: “And Asa cried unto the LORD his God, and said, LORD, it
is nothing with You to help, whether with many, or with them that have no power: help us, O LORD our
God; for we rest on You, and in Your Name we go against this multitude. O LORD, Thou art our God; let
not man prevail against You” (2 Chronicles 14:11). God helped them and the enemy was defeated.
You are in a battle against spiritual enemies. You have no chance in this battle if you are fighting in your
own power. We were told to “be strong in the Lord” (Ephesians 6:10). The word translated as “strong”
means empowered. We are empowered by the Lord to fight with His might. It’s His power—His strength—
which is the strongest power there is!
This is a power that only the Lord Himself can furnish. This strength comes through His Holy Spirit Who
dwells in us. It’s the power of His might working in and through us. If we are to carry out our Lord’s
commands in the service of His Kingdom, we are going to need His strength to meet the enemies we have
to contend with. Our only hope is to be strong in Him and in the power of His might.17
 Look up and read Psalm 24:8.
How is the Lord described here? ________________________________________________________
(Answer: The King of glory, strong and mighty, the LORD mighty in
___________________________________________________________________________________
battle.)
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 Look up and read Exodus 15:3.
How is the Lord described here? ________________________________________________________
(Answer: A Man of War.)
 Look up and read Joshua 5:13-15.
How is the Lord described here? ________________________________________________________
(Answer: Captain of the LORD’s Host.)
We know this was the LORD Himself, because He allowed Joshua to worship Him. None of God’s angels
ever allowed people to fall down and give them worship. The Host He is the leader of is an army of angel
warriors organized for war.18 He is also called The LORD of Hosts in the Old Testament, which means: The
LORD of Armies. He came to earth as a man in order to disarm the devil and his forces. Jesus then had all
power and authority to give to us, so that we could carry out His mission on earth. Matthew Henry has said,
“We have enemies to fight against, a Captain to fight for, a Banner to fight under, and certain rules of war
by which we are to govern ourselves.” Warriors must be brave-hearted and well-armed. We have to make
use of all the defenses and weapons the LORD provides for standing against the enemy and his strategies. 19
Our enemies are actual wicked spirits (often referred to as “serpents and scorpions” in the Bible). They are
invisible, which makes them harder to fight against. This is why we are told to be alert and on guard at all
times. We must stand our ground: And, having done all, TO STAND (Ephesians 6:13). We must determine
to not yield to satan. We must submit to the LORD, our Commander, and resist the devil (James 4:7).
 Look up and read Luke 10:19.
What kind of power did Jesus give us? __________________________________________________
(Answer: Power to tread on spiritual enemies. Power over all
__________________________________________________________________________________
the power of the enemy.)
To “tread upon” in the Greek means to trample those demonic powers under foot. The LORD of Hosts has
given us power over all the power of the enemy! God is providing what is necessary to stand against the
forces that will be coming against us. We don’t have to walk around living defeated, powerless lives! Our
armor is supernatural. It’s referred to in Romans 13:12 as “the armor of light,” and in 2 Corinthians 6:7 as
“the armor of righteousness.” Here in Ephesians 6, we are given the specific pieces of this armor (which are
defensive) and weapons (which are defensive and offensive).
Putting on the “whole armor” means all of the pieces—they were all to be worn together. There are specific
purposes for each piece and the whole armor works together to protect the soldier. If you don’t have all of
the pieces working together, it won’t do you much good in this kind of warfare.
 Look up and read Ephesians 6:11 in your Bible.
Why has God provided this armor for us and told us to put it on? _____________________________
(Answer: So that we will be able to
___________________________________________________________________________________
stand against the wiles of the devil.)
“Wiles” is from the Greek word, methodeia, which indicates a path or roadway.20 This tells us the devil is
going to come at us with tricks and schemes to form a path or a roadway to get at us. The English word that
most closely resembles the Greek is: methodical. The devil is using a very methodical approach on people
to deceive them into falling for his schemes. It is a very calculated and deliberate path that is specially
designed for each person, so that he can most effectively carry out his plans to steal, kill, and destroy in
their lives. satan has his troops in order and highly organized to carry out his plans.
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We are contending with the demonic rulers of this world, the spiritual forces of wickedness. satan and his
wicked host are our enemies. But God has provided everything we need to successfully stand against all of
their tricks, schemes, and attacks. You have to be properly equipped in any battle, but especially this one.
God has provided the equipment for you, and He tells you to put on all of it, because you need every piece
in place in this battle. Putting on your armor every morning is dressing for battle. Every warrior had to put
his armor on for battle—every time. What do you think would happen to him if he were to step onto the
battlefield without it?
The most profound thing to know about this, is that the Armor God equipped you with is Him—every piece!
The illustration Paul is giving with the armor of God can be traced back to OT passages speaking of the
LORD Himself. “For He (the LORD) put on righteousness as a breastplate, and a helmet of salvation upon
His head; and He put on the garments of vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal as a cloak (and you
are in Him!) (Isaiah 59:17). “And righteousness shall be the girdle of His loins, and faithfulness the girdle of
His reins” (Isaiah 11:4-5).

“It is a spiritual feast, amazing, I am in awe and grateful.” Pam D.

My family knows firsthand the power of praying God’s Word! My daughter, Emily (22 yrs. old
at that time), has been “labeled” as mildly retarded. Even though Emily has only a 4 th grade
level of reading and comprehension, God laid it on my heart to have her read the “Sound
Mind” prayer daily during our morning devotions together. When Emily first began reading the
prayer, she needed much help in speaking many of the words. Through consistent repetition
of it, she can now pray aloud the entire prayer on her own, which delights her so. Many of the
words, even now, she would not be able to tell you what they mean, but she kept faithfully
reading this prayer and believing that God has indeed given her a sound mind! We have
witnessed evidence of Emily receiving a “sound mind.” And her recall has increased! Praying
God’s Word aloud is powerful…making wise the simple (Psalm 19:7)! We are witnessing it
with our own eyes and testify to God’s Power and Goodness! Cathy

Our desire is to see God’s people equipped with the knowledge of God’s
Word that will prevent their lives from being destroyed by the enemy.
Overview Comments: We stress over and over how we are to use God’s Word as our weapon against
temptations, strongholds, problems, and the enemy—even in our battle against the flesh. God’s Word is
one of the most powerful weapons we can use against anything that comes against us to defeat us and stop
God’s plan for our lives. Phase III also includes teaching on living a victorious Christian life, covering
things such as:
Daily Bible Reading
Standing Fast
Waiting on the Lord
Keeping an Eternal Perspective
Praise and Thanksgiving
Worship
Prayer
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“A tremendous discipleship course! Every Believer should take
and every church should have.” Sheryl B.
Overview Comments: Phase III also goes deeper into the parallel between the journey of the children of
Israel and our journey through the Christian life. Here’s an excerpt from “Our Parallel Journey”
handout:
God brought the Israelites out of Egypt with a strong hand and mighty signs and wonders. God is bringing
you out of the world, and bondage to the enemy and sin, with a strong hand and miraculous deliverances
too. But even though the Israelites were then free, they still had a slave mentality. Their minds had to be
renewed just like ours do! The whole book of Exodus was their journey of learning how to walk in freedom
and to fulfill the plans of God for their lives. The underlying principles are extremely valuable to us for
learning to walk in freedom and to fulfill God’s plan for our lives.
When they came to the impossible situation at the Red Sea, God divided the waters and enabled them to
pass through safely, while the enemy was destroyed. When you come to impossible situations, you need to
trust God to lead you safely through, knowing that He can make a way when there is no way. God longs for
you to trust Him. He led His people through the wilderness and struck down their enemies. The OT
accounts reveal ways that God will lead you…
As the Israelites made their journey from Egypt, “…the LORD went before them by day in a pillar of a cloud,
to lead them the way; and by night in a pillar of fire, to give them light; to go by day and night…” (Exodus
13:20-21). God led them—but He also allowed the enemy to come after them. By leading them to the Red
Sea, God brought them to an impossible situation. They had the Egyptian army chasing after them from
behind, they had mountains on each side, and the Red Sea in front of them. It looked like there was no way
out. Do you ever feel like that? God sometimes leads us into what look like impossible situations, so that He
can teach us to trust Him and know that He is always faithful. You cannot go by the way things look!
… God can make a way for you to get through problems and difficulties when there seems to be no
possible way, and it’s so important to obey whatever He tells you to do. If you trust the Lord and obey
Him, your feet can stand firm on dry ground in the midst of whatever you’re going through.

“Through New Hope’s teaching I believe I can overcome any situation or
circumstance in my life. I believe I am being made whole through God’s Word.
I was taught to speak truth and was truly healed.” Teresa

Overview Comments: The materials continue to build on how crucial it is to have a real and personal
relationship with the Lord. We also take a unique look at Grace and what a power source it is in our
lives. We get into the subject of faith and learn the key to it. Here is an excerpt from “The Key to Faith”:
Galatians 5:6 holds a huge key to faith. It says, “For in Jesus Christ neither circumcision avails any thing,
nor uncircumcision; but faith which works by love.”
What does love do? ___________________________________________________________________
(Makes your faith work right.)
“Avails” means: to be of worth; to be strong or able to profit, to be of force or authority; to be valuable, to
prevail, to be binding, to be useful.21 In the context of the book of Galatians, the term “circumcision” stood
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for those who were trusting in obedience to the Old Testament (OT) law for their salvation. This verse says
that has nothing to do with true faith. So what is faith that “avails,” that is “strong” and “able to profit” a
person? The answer is: faith accompanied by love.
Love reveals true faith. It reveals true faith in Christ for the starting point of salvation, and it’s what makes
your faith work right for everything thereafter. For those who don’t really love God, or have things like
bitterness, strife, unforgiveness, hatred for anyone, who criticize and gossip about, or slander others…,
faith is not going to work right. Faith is activated and energized by love. The AMP describes it like this:
“For (if we are) in Christ Jesus, neither circumcision nor uncircumcision counts for anything, but only faith
activated and energized and expressed and working through love.” Love is what makes your faith: to be of
force or of authority, to prevail, to be binding and useful.
In the Greek, the word “works” in “faith works by love,” means: to be active and efficient; to be mighty, to
work effectually; to be powerful.22 Do you see what all this is saying? This is huge! Love makes your faith
active and efficient. It makes it effective, mighty, and powerful!
… Love is the evidence of true faith. Jesus revealed it when He stated the two most important commandments.
He said these two summed up all of the law.
 Look up and read Mark 12:29-33.
What are the two most important commandments? _________________________________________
(Answer: That you love the Lord your God with all
___________________________________________________________________________________
your heart, soul, and mind. And love your neighbor as yourself.)
Everything else hangs on these two commandsand they both have to do with love! Romans 13:10 says:
“…love is the fulfilling of the law.” This is the key to everything involved in living a victorious Christian
life! If people were truly walking in love as Jesus commanded, they would be experiencing more of the
fullness of the benefits Jesus purchased for them. We receive all of the benefits of our salvation through
faith, but we sure won’t be receiving the fullness of those benefits if our faith is not activated and being
made effective by love.
…This is why the enemy attacks so often with stirring up things like strife and offense. Because he knows
if he can trigger these, he can keep our faith from being effective. We can’t say that your faith won’t work
at all, because there are probably varying degrees. This is a matter of the heart that only God can truly
know and judge. But the more you walk in the love God commanded, the more effective your faith is going
to be. Jesus said this is THEE most important commandment, so this is what we should always check first.
Love is what makes everything else work right.

“This program has been so very life-changing for me.” Sharon

Overview Comments: We believe we have some of the most balanced and Biblical teaching on health,
healing, and faith there is. Here is an excerpt that reveals some of that balance on the subject of healing:

Eternal Perspective—
People tend to think that God can only be glorified through a miraculous physical healing, but is that really
true? When there is a miraculous healing, God does receive glory, but most unbelievers (and even some
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Christians) often still don’t believe it. What may leave a greater impression on Unbelievers and more
encouragement to Believers is when someone isn’t “healed,” but “goes through” something well. How
touching is it when a Christian goes through something difficult with a powerful testimony of God’s sustaining
power and strength in them? Others see real people getting through real struggles with grace and peace.
Some think that if God really loved them He wouldn’t allow them to have to go through anything bad. Or if
they had enough faith, they wouldn’t have to either. But Scripture doesn’t support that. Paul wrote in
Philippians 2:27 that his ministry partner, Epaphroditus, had been very sick. 2 Timothy 4:20 tells us that
Paul had to leave another person on his ministry team behind, because he was sick. So even the greatest of
the Apostles, who had a huge healing ministry, couldn’t heal whoever he wanted or whenever he wanted.
… Other Scriptures reveal the Lord’s sustaining grace for His children when they had to “go through”
adversity. Think of the three Hebrew men and the “fiery furnace” ordeal (Daniel chapter 3). God didn’t
prevent them from having to go through it. He was with them and supernaturally enabled them to get
through it. Only by the going through it was the heathen king influenced for the Lord—and it was because
of how they went through it. It wasn’t about them at all. It was about the glory of God and saving others.
Many times, what you are having to go through isn’t about you. If you surrender yourself to God and His
plan (which involves others too), you will be able to realize His supernatural presence with you in anything
you have to go through. It will be Him strengthening and enabling you to go through it with peace and even
joy. This speaks louder to your unsaved or backslidden family members, and others in the world, than a
miracle healing or God intervening to keep you from it to begin with.
2 Corinthians 4:15 is talking about things that result in the glory of God. Verses 16-18 says: “For which
cause we faint not; but though our outward man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day. For our
light affliction, which is but for a moment, works for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory;
while we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen: for the things which are
seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal.” This is talking about having that eternal
perspective.
Our “light affliction” is “but for a moment.” All of the things we go through, in light of eternity, are truly
only light afflictions. In light of eternity, they are but for a moment. And the glory you will receive for it in
eternity will far exceed the affliction. The word translated as “light” means that it may be something
prolonged, but it is light and easy.23 Then it reveals an important key: That affliction is working for you
(verse 17). The Greek word means that it is going to accomplish something; it is going to have an effect.24
That’s a question a lot of people ask in discouragement: What is this accomplishing anyway? This Scripture
assures us that it is going to have an effect and accomplish something—something the Lord wants to
accomplish—something that is going to be the best for you and for others involved. But another important
key is that it has to be seen in light of eternity. There is an important purpose that you may not even realize
while you’re going through it, so you have to just believe that and trust the Lord completely.
“We have to apply everything we know about God and His true character to the difficult things we have to
go through in life. Faith in the goodness of God in the face of extreme adversity grows out of a discipline of
perseverance in the day-in, day-out grind of everyday life. ‘…Let us run with patience the race that is set
before us, looking to Jesus the author and finisher of our faith; Who for the joy that was set before Him
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set down at the right hand of the throne of God’ (Hebrews
12:1-2). When Jesus faced enduring the cross and all the agony He would have to go through, He did not
focus on those things, but looked to the joy set before Him that would come after those things (Hebrews
12:2). We all can develop perseverance by daily submitting to God’s will and looking to Jesus in whatever
irritating, insignificant duties, or grand-scale tragedies we may suffer (Romans 8:18; Hebrews 12:3). It
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involves submitting to God in our trials while trusting Him to be good, wise, merciful, just, kind, lovingly
all-knowing, and all-powerful.”25
Isaiah 43:1-2 says: “But now thus says the LORD that created you… Fear not: for I have redeemed you, I
have called you by your name; you are Mine. When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; and
through the rivers, they shall not overflow you: when you walk through the fire, you shall not be burned;
neither shall the flame kindle upon you.” Does this indicate that you won’t ever have to go through
anything difficult?
You are going to have floods to pass through—but the LORD promises to be with you. You are going to
have rivers you have cross—but the LORD promises that you will not go under. There will be times when
you will to have to walk through the fire—but the LORD promises that you will not be burned. Daniel
11:32 says that even though they are going through terrible adversity, “the people that know their God
shall be strong, and do exploits.” It displays the LORD’s strength—for His strength is made perfect in our
weakness (2 Corinthians 12:9).
Sometimes God can only use trouble to do a bigger miracle—like pulling a family together. There’s
nothing like serious problems to make people realize that some things just aren’t important, and what things
really do matter. Crisis does bring people together. Sometimes the Lord has to allow things to happen so
that those other people can see His people getting through things in a different way. They then ask
questions like: How are you able to be going through this with such peace? With such a joyful attitude?...
You have to believe that your pain and suffering is adding up to an “eternal weight of glory.” You will be
able to get through it like that, because you are seeing it in light of eternity.
There are way more people who will have to “get through” things than there are who will experience a
“miracle.” Those people need to be strengthened and encouraged by others of God’s children who “His
strength is made perfect in their weakness.” This gives them hope, and peace, and courage, and insight into
an eternal perspective. Then they too can know that the problems, when they come, are light afflictions that
are only for a moment—and are working for them a weighty glory that is for eternity!

Overview Comments: We continue with this eternal perspective in Book 6:
…It’s alright to ask God for a miracle healing, but if it doesn’t happen, what we’re supposed to do is keep
on trusting Him. Keep praying, believing, and applying God’s Word. Don’t quit. Don’t give up. Don’t
become discouraged because you don’t understand. There’s no such thing as trust unless there are some
unanswered questions. Sometimes there are things we just do not know and can’t figure out. It’s especially
at those times that we need to trust God’s love and sovereignty.
If we have done everything we know to do; if we are submitted to God and are resisting the devil (James
4:7); if we have so much faith, we don’t know how we can possibly have any more, and we still don’t see
any healingwe have to continue to trust God and rely on His power to sustain us. Psalm 55:22 says, “Cast
your burden upon the LORD, and He shall sustain you: He shall never suffer the righteous to be moved.”
God can do miracles, and many times He does, but sometimes He doesn’t. Sometimes He chooses to bring
gradual healing. Sometimes healing can be taking place even before you can see it or feel it. Sometimes
there are different degrees of healing that are according to the plans and purposes God has for your life.
That’s where trust comes in. Sometimes, that’s where God sees if we are going to have faith and trust Him
even if we don’t see it, or feel it, or understand it. Sometimes, there is healing that can be accomplished no
other way than to go through it.
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 Look up and read Hebrews 4:9-11.
What are we to enter into? ____________________________________________________________
(Answer: God’s rest.)
When you’re really trusting Godyou enter into His rest. How do you enter into it? By coming to the
place of total and complete trust in God’s promises, His character, His love for you, and in what Jesus
accomplished at the cross for you. There is a settled confidence that gives no place to doubt or fear. It’s a
continual faith and trust that God is with you, He will not fail you, He will never leave you or forsake you,
so that it really doesn’t even matter what happens.
… This is why developing that deepening relationship with the Lord is so importantso that He can lead
you in the way that you should go (Psalm 32:8; Isaiah 48:17)! You love Him, obey Him, have faith in Him for
your health, healing, and everything else you needthen rest in Him. Rest in His love. “For we are made
partakers of Christ, if we hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast to the end” (Hebrews 3:14).
Psalm 23:4 says, “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for You
are with me; Your rod and Your staff they comfort me.” All of the things we teach throughout the New
Hope Counseling Program are what you are to do while you go through! It’s while you are waiting or going
through it that you need to say, a thousand times if you have to, “But You, O LORD, are a shield for me; my
glory, and the lifter up of my head!” (Psalm 3:3). Picture Him right there with you as you have your head
hanging down. He puts His hand beneath your chin and lifts your head up, so that you will look into His
eyes…If you will just look into His eyes…you’ll know you can trust Him.
Sometimes we may not see the miracle or healing in our lifetime here on earth. The first half of Hebrews
chapter 11 is like a “Hall of Faith,” giving examples of people who had great faith and the miraculous results
they received. Then it lists others and what they went through, and it says: “These all died in faith, not
having received the promises, but having seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and embraced
them, and confessed (spoke) that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth” (Hebrews 11:13). They were
seeing the things God had promised with their eyes of faith. They were seeing with an eternal perspective.
We have to remember that it is our faith that God blesses and honors, and our lives go far beyond this
physical life. He wants us to believe, no matter what. Sometimes there are things God knows that we just do
not know. Sometimes we can’t even begin to understand God’s sovereignty. We must then be able to say,
“No matter what, FatherI trust You.”

“Christ is my Healer, my Counselor, my Deliverer! I have inherited so much
because of what Jesus has done for me for no reason at all. I am a child of
Christ and I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. This has an
entire new meaning to me now and it is awesome!!” Julie H.
Overview Comments: We talk about “Blessings” and “Obedience” as children of God. We also talk
about things that could affect our health, and things that can block our faith. Then we move right into
fulfilling God’s Commission for their life, which gives them a desire to serve and trains and equips them
to do so effectively. This requires more of applying your faith and living by faith, fully realizing the
power of God’s Word and the importance of our own words—learning how to not cancel out our faith
with our own words.
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“I began the class not really knowing what to expect. I knew I wanted to learn more about
God and how to apply myself in my Christian life. I have learned and gained more than I
imagined from this class. When I began the program, I was a timid person when it came to
speaking about Jesus. This class has given me knowledge and boldness about Jesus and
applying the Word to situations that arise in my life and in others. I feel confident now about
sharing what the Lord has to offer all of us. I can stand firm in my faith and hopefully be an
example to those around me.” Dana H.
Overview Comments: People so often discourage themselves with the words of their own mouths.
Stressing more of the importance of what we speak leads right into their final assignment of writing
their Personal Profession of Faith.
Excerpts:
Note to Counselor: The final assignment will be to put together their Personal Profession of Faith
(PPF) and record them reading it. Help them put it together in written form if they need help and then
help them record it. If you have a computer with recording software, you could make a CD for them.
This may be the completion of your Counseling Program, but it is only the beginning of your future. Your
PPF is not something you should ever fold up and stick in a drawer as if to say, “It’s completed!” See it as a
compilation of the things that have helped you to mature in Christ and to overcome the problems and
struggles you have had in your life. It will be made up of the things you most need to remember, to help
you to continue having victory in the areas you most struggled with.
Although you have learned much and gained great victory over your three enemies of the world, the flesh,
and the devil, if you are not faithful to actively continue to put into practice the things you have learned, the
chances of your continued walking in victory will be slim. You have to continue putting these things into
practice. You have won tremendous battles to take ground from the enemy in your life. You must know
right now, that there will also be battles you will have to fight to hold that ground. The things you have
learned must become your way of life as a child of the King.
Having your own PPF can help you. This is what God says you need to hold fast to. “Let us hold fast the
profession of our faith without wavering; for He is faithful that promised” (Hebrews 10:23). How do you
hold fast to something? Picture it: You would wrap your arms around it and not let go!
Over your journey through New Hope, you have grown out of your past and have stepped onto a new path,
which will lead you into the future God has planned for you. No one ever reaches a place where they are
immune to trials and temptations from the world, the flesh, and the devil. The things you have learned that
have helped you must remain a way of life, a permanent lifestyle that you must put into practice for the rest
of your life. Certainly you have received healing in many ways, but living a victorious Christian life does not
come any other way than by daily, diligent, intentional walking according to, and in the power of the Holy
Spirit.
Living a victorious Christian life isn’t simply reading your Bible and praying every day, however those are
two very important components. You must choose to be intentional in your walk. Intentional means on
purpose, deliberate, premeditated, and calculated. It’s living every day on purpose, intentionally for Christ.
It doesn’t mean that every area of your life is exactly as you want it. It means that you walk so closely with
the Lord, that He daily leads and guides you.
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Jesus told Pilate: For this reason I was born and for this cause I came into the world… (John 18:37). You
have no idea what it could do for your whole being, body, soul, and spirit, to start out every day by speaking
aloud and programming your brain with your true identity and calling.
Begin your PPF with:
For this purpose I was born, and for this reason I came into the world…(then state what the Lord has
revealed to you about who He created you to be and what He created you to do).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who God is – Who He is for you personally.
Who you are – who God created you to be.
What God has called you to do – where He has placed you and what you do.
Who you impact and influence – in what territory you have impact and influence of people.

Your written PPF is not something that is going to be set in stone for the rest of your life. You will want to
update it as God continues to reveal who he created you to be, and as He continues to unfold all of the
purposes for your life. You will put it together in written form, and then your Counselor will record you
reading it.
You can also take the list of special things you have been compiling from your materials and put them
together in the form of a written declaration. There’s no right or wrong way to do it. This is something just
for you, but it should be the things that have helped you most—the things you most need to remember—the
things you most need to hold fast to and stand firm on.
The best example of being in complete alignment is the 1st and greatest commandment, which Jesus quoted
in Mark 12:29-30: “And Jesus answered him, The first of all the commandments is, Hear, O Israel; The
Lord our God is one Lord: And thou shalt love the Lord Your God with all your heart, and with all your
soul (includes will and emotions), and with all your mind, and with all your strength…” Through this
pattern, He has also communicated to us a principle for success. If we line up those things in the area of
who we are created to be (heart, mind, will, emotions, and strength) we will be in agreement with God and
alignment with Heaven.
We have to come into alignment with God and His plan for us in all those areas. That’s how to successfully
be who He created us to be and accomplish what He has called us to do! He wants us to be passionate about
it! It’s our destiny!

Assignment:

Write your Personal Profession of Faith and your Counselor will help you record yourself
reading it with background music playing. Then listen to it often. Use the “Ideas for Composing Your
Personal Profession of Faith” in Appendix C if needed.

“I finally feel like I’m coming into who I’m supposed to be.” Olga
Overview Comments: After touching on the topics of “Absolute Surrender,” and “Your Calling,” we
close with them thinking about God’s specific plan for their life, considering ways they could be involved
in serving Him, and fulfilling His plans and purposes for them.
Each one of us has a specific assignment for our life. It isn’t limited to being a missionary oversees or being
involved in full-time Christian work. God strategically places His children secular work places in every
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walk of life. That’s how we are to affect every area of society. If all of us were faithfully carrying out our
parts, the Church would be an unstoppable force in our geographical areas, in our nations, and in the world.
Let’s all come into agreement and alignment, and then come together and be about our Father’s business!
We can impact the world.
There are people of God in every area of culture: Government, Education, Media, Entertainment, Business,
Religion, Economy, Family, Marketplace, Arts, Sports, Law, Healthcare, etc... In your every day area of
life and work, knowing who you are and how you have been uniquely gifted by God, you can change the
environment there. Knowing who you are and Who God is, being in agreement and right alignment with
Him, you are releasing the Kingdom in that place. Pretty powerful…What if we were ALL doing that?
What if all of us every day were in agreement and alignment with who we are (our identity), what we carry,
and what we have as an inheritance? Do you think we could change things? The Lord said in Matthew
13:33 that the Kingdom of Heaven is like yeast. You put one little bit in a lump of dough and it will spread
and leaven the whole thing. It takes over the whole lump in a pretty short time. Why would it need to be
that way if the “Kingdom of Heaven” is only when we get to Heaven? Why would it need to spread there?
We are supposed to be spreading it here—on earth.
The enemy will always attack your identity and calling. The resources of Heaven come to you to fulfill who
God created you to be and what He created you to do—your identity and your calling. So make sure you
pray from that position. When we are a baby, we’re just praying to get our needs met. But the Lord wants
to grow us up into our full stature in Christ, which is sonship. To pray from that position of sonship, you
pray from your identity. You can do this when you come into knowing who God created you to be, which
then begins to reveal what He created you to do.

Overview Comments: We end with sending them out as Warriors of the King to bring His Kingdom to
Earth in the areas of society in which they are placed by the King. Closing excerpts:
The very first thing we learned in this counseling was of God’s good plan for your life. “For I know the
thoughts that I think toward you, says the LORD, thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected
end… And there is hope in your end, says the LORD” (Jeremiah 29:11; 31:17). You were given hope.
Through the course of your journey, our prayer is that now, this hope has become the anchor of your soul
(Hebrews 6:19). “Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that you may abound in
hope, through the power of the Holy Spirit” (Romans 15:13).
“Blessed be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort;
Who comforts us in all our tribulation, that we may be able to comfort them which are in any trouble, by the
comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted of God” (2 Corinthians 1:3-4). What a wonderful God we
have. He is the One Who comforts and strengthens us when we are going through hardships and trials. And
one of the reasons He does this is, so that we can be used by Him to pass on comfort and encouragement to
others. Be thinking and praying about how God is calling you to serve Him and minister to others. “Christ in
you” must become “Christ through you.”
You cannot let the complications of life, problems, or schemes of the enemy make you forget that you were
created for a purpose. Your deepening, personal relationship with the Lord and accomplishing His plans
and purposes for your life should be your focus, your top priority. You must not allow the enemy or
anything else distract or deter you.
Counselor speak: This is our blessing upon you:
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“The LORD bless you, and keep you: The LORD make His face shine upon you, and be gracious unto you:
The LORD lift up His countenance upon you, and give you peace” (Numbers 6:24-26).
This is the blessing Moses and Aaron were instructed to speak over God’s people. God said that
when this blessing is bestowed upon His people, that it puts His Name upon them and He Himself
steps in and blesses them (Numbers 6:27).
The first line of this blessing is asking God to bless and keep you. The Hebrew understanding is: to
do good for you, protect you, sustain you, provide for you and rescue you from all evil and distress.
“Bless” comes from the Hebrew word meaning to bless greatly and abundantly. The Hebrew word
for keep actually means to hedge about (as with thorns), to guard, protect, and attend to.
The second line of the blessing asks God to make His face shine upon you and be gracious to you.
The Hebrews understood the shining of God’s face as a beaming, friendly expression; a brightness
to give light and make things clear. The shining of God’s face on you means that He is looking
toward you, paying attention to you, and taking note of you.
For God to be gracious to you means for Him to give you favor. It’s really the same concept as grace
in the NT. It means everything that comes from having His presence with you.
To lift up His countenance upon you means that He looks upon you with favor and goodwill. He
looks upon you with a cheerful and pleasant countenance, as one that is well pleased with you.
This blessing saves the best for last: the blessing of peace. The Hebrew, shalom of God,
encompasses the physical, spiritual, and mental/emotionalall areas of our being. It is to be safe,
well, happy, and friendly; it is welfare, health, prosperity; it is to be at peace, and rest. Shalom
peace is not just “peace;” it is a very personal relationship and intimate friendship with Jehovah, our
Abba, Father. We see in the NT, this peace of God surpasses all comprehension (Philippians 4:7).26
We bless you in the Name of the LORD Jesus Christ!
One New Hope Counselee, who was also in the Army said, “I’m a good soldier, but God is teaching me to
be a warrior. There is a difference between a soldier and a warrior. A soldier serves and obeys out of duty.
A warrior serves and obeys out of devotion.”27 That’s what we are for Christ—Warriors—and we serve
and obey out of our love and devotion for our King.

You are no longer only a child of the King— you are now a Warrior of the King!
Testimony after attending a 7-week Training Seminar
“I received Jesus Christ as my Savior in January of 1980. Over the years, I have grown in
my relationship with Him, but the last 3 or 4 years I felt like my excitement for the Lord had
dimmed, like a fire as it burns down. My “first love” for the Lord God and His Word had
weakened, and my faith also. Going through the New Hope materials which include God’s
precious and powerful words have reignited the fire, passion and faith in my heart. I have
been encouraged and reminded of the power, might, love, holiness and awesomeness of
our Abba Father. I have been reminded of who God is and who He wants to be in my life.
The Holy Spirit has faithfully revealed sin in my life, wrong thinking I’ve allowed in and most
of all shown me how much I am loved by the Father. This love goes beyond my
understanding. My hunger and thirst for the Lord and His Word has been increased and my
heart’s fire is flaming once again!” Camille
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Overview Conclusion
If you have liked what you’ve seen in this Overview Booklet, remember it’s only a taste of what is in the
entire New Hope Series. With so much excellent teaching, it’s impossible to highlight everything, but we
have included several excerpts from all three phases of the New Hope Biblical Counseling materials,
including some instructional Notes to Counselor, a few assignments, as well as several comments. We hope
this has given you a better understanding of the New Hope counseling materials and the process of taking
an individual through them from start to finish.
Our culture and all of our high technology is training people to be impatient and have short attention
spans. This has also had an effect on Biblical teaching. All of the high-tech teaching methods being utilized
today, not only take out the wait, but also the weight, and the depth. Everyone is in too much of a hurry.
They want things quick and fast, and they sure don’t want to wait. But if we don’t learn how to go deep and
how to wait on the Lord, we won’t be able to fulfill God’s plans and purposes for our lives. At New Hope,
the Lord has led us to keep with the simple ways of teaching and learning—they create longer attention
spans—and allow us to go much, much deeper. This is vital in our relationship with the Lord. You can see
from the many testimonies we’ve included in this booklet that the people who go through this program are
amazed at how deep this takes them.
The next few pages of this Overview Booklet explain the Counseling Kits we have available, as well as all
of the other forms of the materials. If you have questions about any of the materials, we encourage you to
call. We want you to be completely confident that the Kit or materials you order are the right ones for you
in what the Lord has called you to do. The New Hope Materials are designed to help you fulfill the call of
God on your life and better equip you for your service to the King:
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NEW HOPE PASTORAL COUNSELING KIT
Everything you need to do Biblical Counseling as a Pastor or Lay Counselor*
using the New Hope Biblical Counseling Program: “Turning the Battle”
Whether it is addiction, depression, or any other emotional, relational, or spiritual problem,
beginning this Biblical Counseling Program will mark “the turning point” in the person’s battle.
This Kit contains:
2 Counselor Handbooks (one for the Counselor and one for the Prayer Partner) with
Starter Kit items, and Counselor Training & Companion Booklet:
Who God Says I Am Bookmark
Sword of the Spirit Spiral Note Card Set
Prayer Bookmark
Battle Prayers Pamphlet
1 Counselee Handbook with Starter Kit items:
Who God Says I Am Bookmark
Sword of the Spirit Spiral Note Card Set
Prayer Bookmark
Battle Prayers Pamphlet
The Plan of Redemption Companion Booklet
1 Counselee Binder (to accumulate all of the handouts)
Counseling Kit Instructions Handbook
Counselee Testimonies Video
CD containing all Counseling Forms (to adapt to your own ministry and print
copies)
New Hope Founder & Staff Testimonies Booklet
New Hope Resources Catalog
1 New Hope Survival Kit for Women (used in Immediate Needs Session)
1 New Hope Survival Kit for Men (used in Immediate Needs Session)
Counselee Records File (sample)
Spiritual Birth Certificate (sample)
Counselee Graduation Certificate (sample)
Certificate of Completion for Training Seminar (sample)
The Speaking Blood CD (sample)
Who God Says I Am CD (sample)
Personal Profession of Faith Background Music CD
Personal Profession of Faith Audio (sample)
New Hope Brochures for samples
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Pastoral Counseling Kit (continued)
On CD to adapt to your ministry and print copies:
Counseling Kit Instructions Handbook containing:
Helpful Hints
Biblical Counseling Training
Immediate Needs Session Plan and Forms
Marriage Counseling Helps
Intercessory Prayer Team Guide
Counseling Forms
Biblical Counselor Training Seminar Leader Instructions and 7-week Session Outlines
New Hope Small Group Leader Training Seminar Instructions and 7-week Session Outlines
Spiritual Birth Certificate
Graduation Certificate for Counselee
Certificate of Completion for Training Seminars
And much more…
The Counseling Center Kit Includes:
Advisory Consultation from New Hope Staff for Implementation.
Continued Advisory Help from New Hope Staff.
Newsletters and periodic mailings for continued encouragement.
PASTORAL COUNSELING KIT:

$300.00

*Purchase of the Pastoral Counseling Kit enables you to purchase additional Counselor
and Counselee Handbooks as needed - $75.00 ea.
Discount price of $67.50 for purchase of 15 or more (10% Savings!)

Ministry Kit Testimony
God's timing is perfect! He made it possible for the New Hope Outreach Center to be placed in our
church early in 2007. We had been involved with New Hope Counseling Center in Centerville as
Counselors for two years. After calling me into ministry, God allowed me to quit my full time job to
concentrate on my pastoral studies as well as expand my service to the Lord through New Hope. We
are excited about being able to bring the hope of God to people in the church as well as those who are
outside of the church. We have faith that God will continue to transform lives through His Word and His
promises in this counseling ministry. Starting the counseling center in the church was much easier than
I thought it might be. The New Hope Counseling Center Kit that we were able to purchase from New
Hope made that process go like clockwork. The ministry set-up handbooks and forms that were all put
together with computer files on CD, along with instructions for operations and suggestions, were a big
help to me in setting up the Outreach Center. Pastor Dick
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NEW HOPE COUNSELING CENTER KIT
Everything you need to set up and operate your own Biblical Counseling Center
patterned off of New Hope Counseling Center*
using the New Hope Biblical Counseling Program: “Turning the Battle”

Whether it is addiction, depression, or any other emotional, relational, or spiritual problem,
beginning this Biblical Counseling Program will mark “the turning point” in the person’s battle.
This Kit contains:
2 Counselor Handbooks (one for the Counselor and one for the Prayer Partner) with Starter Kit
items, and Counselor Training & Companion Booklet:
Who God Says I Am Bookmark
Sword of the Spirit Spiral Note Card Set
Prayer Bookmark
Battle Prayers Pamphlet
1 Counselee Handbook with Starter Kit items:
Who God Says I Am Bookmark
Sword of the Spirit Spiral Note Card Set
Prayer Bookmark
Battle Prayers Pamphlet
The Plan of Redemption Companion Booklet
1 Counselee Binder (to accumulate all of the handouts)
Counseling Center Kit Instructions Handbook
Board Member Handbook (Provides detailed instructions on how to start a non-profit ministry
organization; how to structure it, staff it, oversee it, fund it, and run it.)
Administration Handbook (Contains administrative procedures and every form that is used with
explanation of how to use them, including Immediate Needs Session Plan and Marriage
Helps.)
Legal Handbook (Addresses legal matters for a non-professional counseling ministry.)
Policies & Procedures Handbook (To use as a template to structure your own.)
Employee Handbook (A template of personnel policies – [still in progress – will be sent when
completed.])
Intercessory Prayer Team Handbook (Contains teaching and suggestions on intercessory
prayer.)
New Hope Founder & Staff Testimonies Booklet
New Hope Resources Catalog
1 New Hope Survival Kit for Women (used in Immediate Needs Session)
1 New Hope Survival Kit for Men (used in Immediate Needs Session)
Counselee Records File (sample)
Spiritual Birth Certificate (sample)
Counselee Graduation Certificate (sample)
Certificate of Completion for Training Seminar (sample)
The Speaking Blood CD (sample)
Who God Says I Am CD (sample)
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Personal Profession of Faith Background Music CD
Personal Profession of Faith Audio (sample)
New Hope Brochures for samples
On CD to adapt to your ministry and print copies:
Counseling Center Kit Instructions Handbook
Biblical Counselor Training Seminar Leader Instructions and 7-week Session Outlines
New Hope Small Group Leader Training Seminar Instructions and 7-week Session Outlines
Spiritual Birth Certificate
Graduation Certificate for Counselee
Certificate of Completion for Training Seminars
Board Member Handbook
Administrative Handbook
Legal Handbook
Policies & Procedures Handbook
Intercessory Prayer Team Handbook
Board Member Application Packet
Board Member Interview
Board Member Reference Form
Volunteer Opportunities
Volunteer Application Packet
Volunteer Interview
Volunteer Reference Form
Volunteer Orientation and Training Packet
Staff Application Packet
Staff Interview
Staff Reference Form
Staff Orientation and Training Packet
Initial Telephone Contact
Counselee Contact Record
Counselee Progress Record
And much more…
The Counseling Center Kit Includes:
Advisory Consultation from New Hope Staff for Implementation.
Continued Advisory Help from New Hope Staff.
Newsletters and periodic mailings for continued encouragement.
COUNSELING CENTER KIT:

$1000.00

*Purchase of the Pastoral Counseling Kit enables you to purchase additional Counselor
and Counselee Handbooks as needed - $75.00 ea.
Discount price of $67.50 for purchase of 15 or more (10% Savings!)

God is using New Hope Ministry to bring the Body of Christ
together to further the Kingdom of God.
Just like that Upper Room Prayer Group fervently prayed for.
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Biblical Counseling Training Seminar
Part of our mission is to make your ministry even more successful and as effective as it can be. By
helping, training, and equipping you to minister to those who need “New Hope” in your area, we are
actually helping more and more people. We can make a much farther reaching difference for the
Kingdom of God by helping and equipping you to make an even bigger difference.
Now what is that a picture of?
It is a picture of the Body of Christ coming together and really operating the way God
intended. It is a picture of the power of the Gospel really working!
A New Hope Counseling Kit includes Instructor Outlines for a 7-week Biblical Counseling Training
Seminar. This will enable you train people to help in your own counseling ministry at your church or
in your community. The 7-week time frame covers the materials at a greatly accelerated pace in order
to give an overview of the program. The participants will not be able to do all of the assignments that
are given like they would if they were going through it at a slower pace in a counseling setting, but will
do the most important ones.
The dual purpose of the Seminar is to initiate a transformational work in their own lives by applying as
much of it as they can, while at the same time training them to help others with the materials. There is
also a computer file on the “Counseling Kit CD” for you to print needed copies of the Seminar
Instructor Outlines and the Assignment Sheets to give seminar participants. You could also adapt these
class outlines for different class lengths to fit your needs.
Once they have gone through the materials personally, they are then better equipped to help others
with it. We want them to see that all of the instructions to the Counselor are right there in the
Handbook for them to simply follow when they go back through it with a Counselee.
Only Counseling Kit holders can order additional Counselor and Counselee Handbooks as needed.
Each seminar participant must have their own New Hope Counselor Handbook ordered from New
Hope. At New Hope Counseling Center, we don’t charge anything extra for the Training Seminar
above the cost of their Counselor Handbook, but each Counseling Kit holder can determine whether
they will charge for their training classes.
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New Hope Bible Study Series
“Becoming a Warrior of the King”
“Through God we shall do valiantly…” (Psalm 60:12a).
This six-book series puts the New Hope Materials into a form that can be used for Small Group Bible
Studies. The Leader Handbook is specifically designed to be easy to follow, with notes and instructions on
exactly what to do and say to lead a group through the study. Discussion questions are built into the text,
along with look up the Scripture and fill in the answer questions.
Leader Books:
Book 1 – Foundation of the Kingdom – with Leader Instructions Section - along with Starter Kit Items:
Who God Says I Am bookmark, Sword of the Spirit spiral note card set, Prayer bookmark, &
series Companion Booklet.
Book 2 – Relationship with the King
Book 3 – Truth of the King
Book 4 – Freedom through the King
Book 5 – Transformation by the King – with Kit Item: Battle Prayers pamphlet
Book 6 – Power from the King
Student Books:
Book 1 – Foundation of the Kingdom – with Starter Kit Items: Who
God Says I Am bookmark, Sword of the Spirit spiral note card
set, Prayer bookmark, & series Companion Booklet.
Book 2 – Relationship with the King
Book 3 – Truth of the King
Book 4 – Freedom through the King
Book 5 – Transformation by the King – with Kit Item: Battle Prayers
pamphlet
Book 6 – Power from the King
Book 1 (with Starter Kit) - $17.50
Books 2 through 6 - $12.50 each
Discount price of $72.00 for purchase of 6-book set (10% Savings!)

We give a discount on
purchasing the 6-Book
Set of any form of the
New Hope Series, in
order for you to be able to
preview what is in each
book and see the
progression from basic to
very deep, while
establishing and
strengthening a heart
connection the Lord all
the way through.

“These materials and the presentation in a class format were phenomenal. I saw people bond
together, grow in their faith, laugh, cry and be accountable to one another. Everyone offered
something unique. The materials were great for creating a discipleship format.”
Pastor Greg Colegrove
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New Hope Prison Ministry Materials
Available in 2016

“Battle for Spiritual Freedom”

“For You have girded me with strength to the battle…” (Psalm 18:39a).
This six-book series puts the New Hope Materials into a form that can be used in Prison Ministry. The
handbooks are laid out in daily lessons with workbook questions to answer, and bound with plastic spiral
binding. At the end of each day there is an assignment checklist and blank note cards on the page on
which to write out the Truth Statement and Sword Verses. A blank Journal page is also inserted at the end
of each lesson. The New Hope bookmarks are on a card stock page inside the front cover for easy access.
Leader Workbooks:
The Leader Workbooks are specifically designed for you to follow, with notes and instructions on exactly
what to do and say to lead individuals or a group through the program. Discussion questions are built into
the text.
Workbook 1 – “Foundation of the Kingdom” - with Leader Instructions Section
and Series Companion Booklet
Workbook 2 – “Relationship with the King”
Workbook 3 – “Truth of the King”
Workbook 4 – “Freedom through the King”
Workbook 5 – “Transformation by the King” - with Kit Item (for Leader only): Battle Prayers
Pamphlet
Workbook 6 – “Power from the King”
Student Workbooks:
The Student Workbooks are available for each Inmate to have their own copy. A free paperback Bible
comes with every Student Workbook 1.
Workbook 1 – “Foundation of the Kingdom” – with Instructions Section and Series Companion Booklet
Workbook 2 – “Relationship with the King”
Workbook 3 – “Truth of the King”
Workbook 4 – “Freedom through the King”
Workbook 5 – “Transformation by the King”
Workbook 6 – “Power from the King”
Workbook 1 (with series Companion Booklet) - $15.00
Workbooks 2-6 - $12.50 each
Discount price of $69.75 for purchase of 6-book set (10% Savings!)
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“I am writing to thank you for the life changing, powerful message of the student
handbooks. Using this technology (The Word of God arranged in such an organized way), I
have reached out to God and found a peace and fulfillment I never knew possible! Through
prayer and meditation on God’s Word I realized God’s calling for me… I’ve personally
witnessed men coming into jail, detoxifying from alcohol/drugs, then coming to the Lord.
Every man wants to do well, be better, and not re-offend. Many men are released, lose
contact with the ministry team, do not become involved with a church or organization, and
consequently become caught in the temptation and circumstances of the world. I believe
the missing component is a well organized, step-by-step gradient approach to healing –
which is exactly what the New Hope Handbooks are! God knows the information contained
in the handbooks is more powerful than a thousand drug task forces and drug courts! I’m
convinced these handbooks can be used to make a huge impact on newly released
inmates and people outside jail to come to God and lead drug-free, meaningful lives!
Whether one wants to call this treatment, counseling, ministry, or learning how to be healed
and brought to God…Your materials are the most powerful rehabilitation tool I’ve ever
experienced!” Inmate, Wapello County Jail

New Hope Jail Ministry Booklet
“Life with Liberty”

...a new identity

Has God placed a desire in your heart to visit those who are incarcerated? Jesus said, I was in prison and
you came to Me…What you’ve done to the least of these, you’ve done to Me (from Matthew 25:36-40).
You may only get to meet with them a few times. Using this Jail Ministry Booklet makes it easy to share
the love of Jesus with men and women, walking them through the plan of salvation and other critical
information from God’s Word that can produce true life change. It’s best for each of you to have a copy
of the booklet as you go through it together, and then they can keep it. Each booklet comes with a “Who
God Says I Am” bookmark, and includes a few assignments to help them get started on the right path.

1-49 - $2.50 each
50-99 - $2.25 each
100-249 - $2.00 each
250 up - $1.75 each

Many people whose lives are a disaster, go through the New Hope
program and end up either in full-time
ministry or involved in their church’s ministries.
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Individual Workbooks
“Turning the Battle”
“For You have girded me with strength to the battle…” (Psalm 18:39a).
Whether it is addiction, depression, or any other emotional, relational, or spiritual problem, beginning
this Individual Workbook Series will mark “the turning point” in your battle.
Perfect for individuals to go through the study. It also works well for Sunday School Classes. It is
assembled in spiral binding and has many of the kit items used in assignments incorporated into the text.
The materials are laid out in daily lessons with workbook questions to answer. At the end of each day
there is an assignment checklist and blank cards on the page on which to write out your Truth Statement
and Sword Verses. A blank Journal page is also inserted at the end of each lesson. The New Hope
bookmarks are on a card stock page inside the front cover, which can be left in the book for easy access,
or cut out to use as bookmarks.
The Individual Workbooks are in a six-book series:
Workbook 1 – “Foundation of the Kingdom” – with Companion Booklet
Workbook 2 – “Relationship with the King”
Workbook 3 – “Truth of the King”
Workbook 4 – “Freedom through the King”
Workbook 5 – “Transformation by the King” - with Battle Prayers Pamphlet
Workbook 6 – “Power from the King”

Workbook 1 (with series Companion Booklet) - $15.00
Workbooks 2-6 - $12.50 each
Discount price of $69.75 for purchase of 6-book set (10% Savings!)

Broken lives are being restored.

We minister hope and healing through the power of God’s Word.

This is impacting lives, which impacts
families, which impacts churches and
communities – We are impacting the
world one person at a time.
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Discipleship Kit
For Discipleship Series:
“Becoming a Warrior of the King”

“Through God we shall do valiantly…” (Psalm 60:12a).
A Discipleship Kit providing everything you need to begin doing
One-on-One Discipleship or lead Discipleship Classes.
We are called not only to preach the Gospel and lead people to Christ, but to also make disciples.
Discipleship is one of the biggest needs in churches today. It’s so much more than just learning about
God. It is becoming totally devoted to Him. It’s loving Him with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength,
and experiencing His empowering presence in your life. The New Hope for Discipleship Handbooks teach
people who God really is and how to have a relationship with Him on a deeply personal level. We have
developed a way to make Discipleship easy. People will look at the Discipler Handbooks and say: I can
do this! It gives them the confidence to come along side someone and lead them through it. It creates
relationships and strengthens bonds and unity.
Discipleship Kit Contains:
1 Discipler (Teacher) 6-Book Set with Discipler Instructions section, plus Starter Kit items & Companion
Booklet
1 Disciple (Student) 6-Book Set plus Starter Kit items & Companion Booklet
Spiritual Birth Certificate (sample)
Graduation Certificate for Disciple (sample)
Who God Says I Am CD
Personal Profession of Faith Background Music CD
Personal Profession of Faith (CD sample)
New Hope Resources Catalog
Testimonies Video
Discipleship Kit: $150.00
Additional Discipler & Disciple Handbooks can be ordered individually.

“I want to thank New Hope for helping me to finish the process of
renewing my mind to the truth and letting what is true of me in Christ
flow into my physical/spiritual/emotional life.” Ingrid

Equipping the Body of Christ and empowering them to serve.
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Discipleship Program Kit
For Discipleship Series: “Becoming a Warrior of the King”
A Discipleship Program Kit providing everything you need to implement
a Discipleship Program at your church and train others to be the Disciplers.
So many churches are lacking a good Discipleship Program, because those who should be doing
discipleship don’t know how to do it or what to use. Many people say the New Hope Series is the best
Discipleship Materials they have ever seen. It is the most well laid out, with step-by-step instructions to
follow, for both the Discipler and the Disciple. The instructional notes, right in the text of the Discipler
Handbook, enable people to teach the study with confidence.
The Discipleship Program Kit includes everything you need to do a 7-week Training Seminar to train
people within your congregation to lead others in a class setting, or one-on-one. The Discipler Handbooks
in the Seminar Edition have the “look up” Scriptures printed out to save time. We encourage you to invest
in the people in your church who you feel would have a heart for this kind of ministry and let us help equip
them to serve.
Teaching won’t bring about transformation in people though, unless it touches their heart. Lives are changed
when head knowledge becomes heart experience. The New Hope for Discipleship Program is designed to
engage the heart. Discipleship is about loving God and loving others. It’s about relationship. It’s a heart thing.
Discipleship Program Kit Contains:
1 Discipler (Teacher) 6-Book Set (Seminar Edition – with the Scriptures printed out) includes Discipler
Instructions section, plus Starter Kit items & Companion Booklet
Discipleship Program Kit Instructions Handbook
7-week Discipleship Training Seminar Outlines – to Train the Disciplers
(seminar participants purchase their own Discipler Handbook set)
Who God Says I Am Bookmark
Sword of the Spirit Spiral Note card Set
Prayer Bookmark
Who God Says I Am CD
Battle Prayers Pamphlet
Personal Profession of Faith Background Music CD
Personal Profession of Faith (audio sample)
Certificate of Completion for Discipler Training Seminar (sample)
Graduation Certificate for Disciple (sample)
Spiritual Birth Certificate (sample)
New Hope Resources Catalog
New Hope Brochures
Testimonies Video
On CD: Discipleship Program Kit Instructions Handbook
7-week Seminar Sessions Outlines
Certificate of Completion for Seminar
Spiritual Birth Certificate
Discipleship Kit: $175.00
Seminar Edition 6-book Discipler Handbook Sets for Training Seminar Participants with kit items (for
Discipleship Program Kit holders only): $75.00
Additional Discipler & Disciple Handbooks can be ordered individually.
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New Hope for Discipleship Handbooks
“Becoming a Warrior of the King”
This Discipleship Program not only helps to strengthen and deepen a Believer’s walk with the Lord, but
also equips them to serve and minister to others in their life and local church. It begins with letting them
know that they are a Child of the King and ends with them having become a Warrior of the King. There
is a difference between a soldier and a warrior. A soldier serves out of duty. A warrior serves out of
devotion. Imagine what a church full of Warriors of the King could do for your church…What it could do
in your community…What it could do in our world…
Discipler (Teacher) Books:
Book 1 – Foundation of the Kingdom – with Discipler Instructions Section - along with Starter Kit
Items: Who God Says I Am bookmark, Sword of the Spirit spiral note card set, Prayer bookmark,
& series Companion Booklet.
Book 2 – Relationship with the King
Book 3 – Truth of the King
Book 4 – Freedom through the King
Book 5 – Transformation by the King – with Kit Item: Battle Prayers pamphlet
Book 6 – Power from the King
Disciple (Student) Books:
Book 1 – Foundation of the Kingdom – with Starter Kit Items: Who God
Says I Am bookmark, Sword of the Spirit spiral note card set, Prayer
bookmark, & series Companion Booklet.
Book 2 – Relationship with the King
Book 3 – Truth of the King
Book 4 – Freedom through the King
Book 5 – Transformation by the King – with Kit Item: Battle Prayers
pamphlet
Book 6 – Power from the King

We give a discount on
purchasing the 6-Book
Set of any form of the
New Hope Series, in
order for you to be able to
preview what is in each
book and see the
progression from basic to
very deep, while
establishing and
strengthening a heart
connection the Lord all
the way through.

Book 1 (with Starter Kit) - $17.50
Books 2 through 6 - $12.50 each
Discount price of $72.00 for purchase of 6-book set (10% Savings!)

I had the privilege of taking a seminar twice, most recently last spring with my husband
and son. In a nutshell, the class is Discipleship 101 like you’ve never had it before. And no
matter how long you’ve been a Christian, I guarantee you will learn new things and
develop a deeper relationship with God. The incredibly practical information in this material
comes from the Bible. Knowing how to apply Biblical truths will empower you to live a
joyful, Jesus-centered life now. Mary

Transforming lives by the power of Jesus Christ; freeing and
equipping people to impact the world.
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Other New Hope Resources are available
In the New Hope Resources Catalog or on our website:
www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org

Projects in Progress:
-Spanish Edition-

Nueva Esperanza Para Libertad Personal
The New Hope Series is being translated into Spanish. The 6-book set is the goal for the translation project.
Book 1 is almost completed!*
Spanish ranks extremely high in global numbers, so this would not only assist in teaching local brothers and
sisters, but can be used around the world. We knew this would be a huge undertaking as the process is long and
tedious. This is truly a mission project as these materials will reach those who are on a literal mission field,
those who have never heard the Gospel of Jesus Christ and are unaware that they can have a personal
relationship with Him. Living in the United States, we have quick and easy access to everything in a language
we can understand. But all of God’s people should have access to the Word of God and tools to help them
mature in their Christian walk. We want to be a part of making that happen and we hope that you do too. A
Spanish translation of the New Hope materials is just the tool that could make all the difference. You might not
be able to “go” into all the world, but you can make a difference by giving financially to support God’s work
there.
Book 1: Foundation of the Kingdom
This Series is so much more than just learning about God. It is becoming totally devoted to Him. It’s loving
Him with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength, and experiencing His empowering presence in your life. It
teaches people who God really is and how to have a relationship with Him on a deeply personal level.
$12.50 (Coming in 2015)
*If you would like to make a tax-deductible donation toward this translation project, please designate your gift.

Warriors of the King
Training Manual
A follow-up program for everyone who goes through the New Hope Series (in any
form). When someone first starts the New Hope Series, they learn that they are a child of
the King, but as they go through the study they become a warrior of the King.
There is a difference between a soldier and a warrior. A soldier serves out of duty. A warrior serves out of
devotion. Warriors in the Old Testament were often referred to as “mighty men of valor.” Strong’s
Exhaustive Concordance defines the Hebrew word used there for “mighty” as: a valiant warrior;
powerful; champion; to excel; strong. We want to continue to encourage and train our graduates in their
service to our King. We say to them: Stand firm mighty warrior and do valiantly for your King. “Through
God we shall do valiantly: for He it is that shall tread down our enemies” (Psalm 60:12).
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Your church could be a part of the New Hope Mission Work by participating in:

Dove Dollar Days
The symbol of the dove is our acknowledgment of the Holy Spirit’s work in this ministry. Established in 2004,
New Hope Counseling Center is a faith-based ministry providing Biblical Counseling free of charge as a home
mission work, founded on the conviction that counseling needs should be met through the local church. We
believe God set this ministry up to be an extension of the local church to help meet these needs. We have a very
unique Biblical Counseling program from which we are seeing tremendous results. It is focused on dealing with
main root problems common to all people, from which all other problems and “issues” stem. When the roots are
properly dealt with first, problems and “issues” tend to disappear along the way. We are seeing people set free
from the bondage of life-controlling problems, enabling them to fulfill God’s plans and purposes for their lives.
The outcome from this in-depth counseling program is changed lives. New Hope has four staff members and
over 75 Volunteers who are giving of their time and talents to serve the Lord in this ministry together. New
Hope has become a vital part of the communityimpacting people’s lives so they can impact the world around
them. Because of the high success rates with the New Hope Counseling Materials, we have put them into
several other ministry forms including a Bible Study Series, Discipleship Program, Prison Ministry Series, Teen
Edition, and Personal Workbooks to help equip others to minister in greater and even more effective ways. A
Spanish Translation is a special project in the works.
The ministry has been so blessed by the outpouring of support and encouragement received from the body of
believers in many of our local churches. God has used His people to supply all of our material needs to
completely furnish and operate New Hope Ministry & Counseling Center, and several churches and individuals
are providing regular monthly financial support as part of their missionary outreach. However, the needs of
hurting people are great and there is much more work to be done. Your church can be an important part of this
work through your prayers and by participating in Dove Dollar Days.

Here’s how it works. Your church considers New Hope Ministry & Counseling Center as
a local mission project and inserts the flyers with attached envelopes provided by New
Hope once a month on your choice of Dove Dollar Day Sunday. An offering of just $1
once a month from each person would meet the financial needs of New Hope.

Each Person – Only $1 – Once a Month
The Staff and Volunteers of New Hope Ministry & Counseling Center fully believe that God shall supply all of
our needs according to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus (Philippians 4:19). Our main goal is to give Him glory
in His provision and to bring Him glory in everything that we do. Thank you for your consideration and support.

“Because the Kingdom Needs More Warriors”
PO Box 151  834 S 16th St  Centerville, IA 52544  641-856-3326

If you are interested in becoming a part of New Hope with the Dove Dollar Day donation,
please contact us at: New Hope Ministry – 641-856-3326. Thank you and God bless you.
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Will you be one of Gideon’s 300
for New Hope?
We’re asking the Lord to raise up an army!
We need 300 Gideon Warriors to join us on the front lines.
What could God do with 300 warriors? We have a good idea, but we need your help!
Join the army and become one of Gideon’s 300 for New Hope. Enlist today, and unite with us on
the front lines to help transform lives and offer hope to a hurting world.
300 warriors (people or churches) giving at least $30 per month
For about a dollar a day, you can help make a huge impact,
not only on local communities, but around the world.
Here are a couple lives that have been changed:
“You are a ray of hope and light among the lost and dying world. God has placed you here for all the

wounded to enter in and get healed.” (Betty, Counselee)

“I can’t begin to tell you how wonderful your program is. I really think this program could help many people
from re-offending and really clean their life and their family’s life up. This program is life-changing.” (Inmate,
Wapello County Jail)

We are asking God to lay it on the hearts of 300 people to join us in regular monthly support.
You will receive a certificate for framing: A Member of Gideon’s 300 for New Hope
You will also receive a FREE True Character of God book as a thank you gift.

Will you be one of Gideon’s 300?

Return this Support Card or sign up on our website at: www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org


PO Box 151  Centerville, IA 52544  641-856-3326

WILL YOU BE ONE OF GIDEON’S 300?
Name (please print):____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________ E-Mail: _________________________________________________________

I will be one of Gideon’s 300 for New Hope (Please send my free True Character of God workbook as a thank you gift):
 I will give at the $30 level per month.
 I will give at the $50 level per month.
 I will give at the $100 level per month.
 I will give at the $200 level per month.
 I will be a regular supporter $__________ per month. I will give a one-time gift of $__________.
 I want information on automatic withdrawal.
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Testimony for Gideon’s 300 for New Hope:
In Judges Chapters six and seven we read about Gideon, a farmer whose task was to deliver
Israel from the evil stronghold of the Midianites. He was a resourceful man who obeyed God when
convinced he was doing God’s will and not serving his own purposes. Though Gideon had no
confidence in himself, God called him a “mighty man of valor.”
God’s Word tells us that Gideon had an army of 32,000 soldiers at his disposal to battle the
Midianites. But God determined that only 300 dedicated warriors were needed. God wanted to
demonstrate that victory depended not on strength or numbers, but on obedience and commitment to
Him. Similar to the Marines, God was looking for a few good men.
The ministry of New Hope Ministry & Counseling Center parallels that of Gideon’s in that New
Hope Staff and Volunteers are dedicated, resourceful servants who are engaged in the important battle
of releasing ordinary people from the bondage of hopelessness by offering genuine hope found only
through saving faith in Jesus Christ.
Just as Gideon needed only a small divinely-selected army to successfully execute his ordained
mission, New Hope Staff is seeking a small group of partners who will invest in New Hope on a regular
monthly basis so they can focus on their primary mission – producing their ministry materials and
providing Biblical Counseling Services – rather than doing fundraising.
While New Hope has many Volunteers, it still takes a small number of main Staff, equipment,
and lots of paper and supplies to write and produce the New Hope Materials, operate the ministry, and
offer Biblical Counseling services free of charge. The New Hope Staff and Board are effective,
efficient stewards of the ministry’s finances, as reflected in the disciplined budget and divinely blessed
outreach success.
Gideon’s 300 for New Hope is a unique opportunity for you and/or your church to become
personally involved in this life-changing ministry. Three hundred supporters giving at least $30 each
per month will enable New Hope to meet the ever increasing calls for help from hurting individuals and
families, and the strengthening of the Body of Christ through their ministry materials and kits.
Please pray about partnering with New Hope through your regular monthly financial support.
Then keep in mind what God did through Gideon and his army of 300 dedicated warriors.
You can become a member of Gideon’s 300 for New Hope by sending in the response card, or
by e-mail, or phone call.
My wife and I have witnessed first-hand how God has used and is using New Hope Ministry to
change lives in ways thought impossible, because He is using His servants to achieve His purpose for
His glory. An investment in New Hope is an investment in people’s lives - with priceless eternal
returns. We are privileged to be members of Gideon’s 300 for New Hope. Would you join us?
Keith & Vicki Sherman
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Inspired by Destiny Image Publishers, 167 Walnut Bottom Road, Shippensburg, Pennsylvania, 17257,
www.destinyimage.com.
2
Jeremiah 29:11; 31:17.
3
Noah Webster’s 1828 Dictionary, Republished in Facsimile Edition by Foundation for American Christian Education,
Rosalie J. Slater, 1967, 1995.
4
Source Unknown.
5
Lies Women Believe, Nancy Leigh DeMoss, Printed by permission of Moody Publishers, Chicago, Illinois, 2001, 47.
6
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Rosalie J. Slater, 1967, 1995.
7
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8
Inspired by Neil T. Anderson, Freedom in Christ Ministries.
9
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Chapian, Bethany House Publishers, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55438, www.bethanyhouse.com, 1980.
10
On-line Encarta Dictionary.
11
Source Unknown.
12
Lies Women Believe, Nancy Leigh DeMoss, Printed by permission of Moody Publishers, Chicago, Illinois, 2001, 32.
13
Combined definitions of Strong and Hold from Noah Webster’s 1828 Dictionary.
14
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982, #1746.
15
Albert Barnes’ NT Commentary, British Family Bible Commentary, Power Bible CD, Phil Lindner, Online Publishing, Inc.,
Bronson, Michigan, 2000.
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judahgabriel.blogspot.com/2007/05/armor-of-god.html.
17
Source Unknown.
18
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982, #8269, 6635.
19
Source Unknown.
20
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982, #3180.
21
Noah Webster’s 1828 Dictionary, Republished in Facsimile Edition by Foundation for American Christian Education,
Rosalie J. Slater, 1967, 1995.
22
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982, #1754 and root word #1756.
23
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982, #1645 and root #1643.
24
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982, #2716 and root #2038.
25
From “10 Disciplines of a Godly Woman,” Barbara Hughes, Good News Publishers, Wheaton, IL 60187.
26
Definitions from: Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1982.
27
If you are a soldier serving in the Armed Forces and you do not merely serve out of duty, but out of devotion, then you
are really a warrior for our country.
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PO Box 151  Centerville, IA 52544  Phone: 641.856.3326
www.NewHopeMinistryCC.org
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